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-l-N 1809 Albania was an almost unknown
country. Its wild mountains reminded Byron of
the Scotland of his childhood. The men wore
skirts to the knee, not unlike the kilt and goatskin cloaks. Ali, the Pasha of Y a n i n a ^ a
man renowned for his courage and his cruelty
— was informed by the English minister of the
arrival of a young nobleman, and invited the
travelers to pay him a visit.
The terrible Ali Pasha was a small man,
seventy years old, five feet six in height, with a
white beard and manners dignified and courteous; but his reputation was ferocious. He had
no hesitation about roasting an enemy on a
grill, or flinging fifteen women into a lake for
annoying his daughter-in-law. He asked why
Byron had left his native country so young,
and added that he would instantly have recognized his noble birth by the smallness of his
ears, his curling hair, and his white hands.
These words delighted Byron so much that for
several months they appeared in all his letters.
Ali Pasha was long to remain one of Byron's
heroes. Love of power, scorn of moral and social laws, a taste for enwrapping mystery —
the whole personality of Ali moved Byron profoundly. His sympathy was returned, and the
Pasha provided the two Englishmen with

guides and an armed escort for their return.
To traverse a wild country under the protection of half-barbarian soldiers was a bold but
intoxicating adventure. Byron discovered, as
he imagined, that he was at heart a man of action. He feared nothing. He liked his Albanian
warriors, finding them both simple and loyal.
It was in their midst, at Yanina, that he began
the writing of his Childe Burun which, after the
first canto, became Childe Harold. He wrote it
in the Spenserian stanza, the nine lines of
which, he thought, gave scope for variety of
tone.
From Albania they wanted to go to Greece
by sea, but were prevented by a storm and the
incompetence of the sailors. The sails were torn
to shreds. "Fletcher yelled after his wife, the
Greeks called on all the saints, the Mussulmans
on Allah; the captain burst into tears and ran
below deck, telling us to call on God." Byron,
whose leg prevented him from helping matters,
wrapped himself in his Albanian cloak, lay
down on deck, and calmly went to sleep. When
he awoke, the storm had spent itself, and the
vessel had been stranded on a beach.
Rejected by the sea, they decided to reach
Greece overland. It was a magnificent ride
through the mountains. To eyes accustomed to
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the stern clime of the north, landscapes wreathed
in mist, shifting veils of cloud, this indigo
sky and light air, those rocky mountains picked
out with touches of ocher and saffron, made up
a picture of light and joy. He crossed the Gulf
of Lepanto, first as far as the white fortified
town of Patras, and then again in the other
direction to land at the foot of Parnassus.

1?

THE LAND OF HEROES

MU,'VERY WORD of the guide kindled a

memory. This was the country of Meleager and
Atalanta, the land of the boar of Erymanthus.
The snowy ridge seen in the distance was Helicon, and there was a thrill in lying down beside
the cave of Pythia. At Delphi, Hobhouse and
Byron carved their names on the columns of a
temple. Huge birds were wheeling overhead.
Eagles, said Byron; buzzards, said Hobhouse.
But even Hobhouse warmed as they approached Athens. To the natural beauties of
the scene were added potent associations: courage, the love of freedom, the taste for beauty,
eloquence — all the grandest human virtues
had sprung from this parched and pure soil.
At last, on December 24, 1809, after riding
the whole morning through the pines and olive
groves, they rounded a hill and saw below them
in the plain, some way off, a town clustering
round a high rock, and beyond the town the
sea. It was Athens. At that time it was only a
large village. The Turks held it, and, being
more conquerors than administrators, were
abandoning it to its fate. A Turkish garrison
was encamped on the Acropolis, to which Byron and Hobhouse climbed, bearing the Ottoman governor a gift of sugar and tea. They
were cordially welcomed by this functionary,
who walked them round the white fragments of
the temples.
Byron was moved by the contrast between
the past splendor of the spot and its present
meanness. If the slavery of the populace had
shocked him in Portugal, it outraged him still
more in the land of Miltiades and Themistocles; and the manuscript of Childe Harold was
filled with calls to rebellion.
•' But what can I do ? "asked a young Athenian one day, when Byron had been reproaching
him with submissiveness.
"Slave!" cried Byron. "You are not worthy
to bear the name of Greek! What can you do ?
Avenge yourself!"

Nevertheless, he grew attached to the
Greeks. "They are ungrateful," he said, "but
who has ever done the Greek people a service.?"
What gratitude need they owe to their Turkish
oppressors? To the English who robbed the
Acropolis of its masterpieces? To the French
who gave them advice and no help ? Byron was
furious to see Lord Elgin's agents negligently
spoiling the metopes of the Parthenon. Even
the Turkish governor wept when he saw one of
the pediments being smashed.
Still, for all his love oi the Greeks, Byron got
along well with the Turks. The town prefect
was so attentive that he had fifty blows with a
rod administered to a fellow who had insulted
the two Englishmen. Hobhouse was gratified
and made a note: "Whatever I may think of it
at home, abroad autocracy has its advantages."
A pilgrim can make no halt. An English
vessel was setting out for Smyrna, and they
took passage on board. At Smyrna, Byron completed the second canto of his poem. Hobhouse
had no great opinion of it. Exaggerated sentiments, he kept saying, and rhetorical mouthings; he preferred Pope. Byron himself, very
fond of eighteenth century poetry, was almost
astounded by the spontaneous overflow of his
emotions, and stuffed the manuscript at the
bottom of his portmanteau. He would find
some other path to fame.
I N LEANDER'S WAKE

F

ROM SMYRNA they embarked to the
Isle of
Tenedos.
There he saw the entrance to
JL R
the Dardanelles, the narrow cleft which separates two continents. A swift tide flowed like a
river between two high banks, bare and dullhued. And that was the Hellespont, where
Leander had swum across to join his lover.
Byron was eager to imitate him. He made two
attempts. The first failed, but on May 3rd
he succeeded, swimming from Europe to Asia
and remaining an hour and a half in the water.
His companion, Mr. Ekenhead, beat him by
five minutes. Neither of them was tired, though
they were rather chilled; and Byron was prodigiously proud of himself. He wrote to his
mother, to Hodgson, to the whole world, and
this exploit, together with complaints about
Fletcher and AH Pasha's praise of his small
ears, became one of the main themes of his letters. " I shall begin by telling you, having only
told you twice before, that I swam from Sestos
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to Abydos. I do this that
you may be impressed with
proper respect for me, the
performer; for I plume myself over this achievement
more than I could do on
any kind of glory, political,
poetical, or rhetorical."
Before proceeding to
Constantinople, Byron
visited the site of ancient
Troy. Faithful to his taste
for the final void and the
sleep of heroes, he lingered
in meditation before the
tomb of Achilles. At Constantinople it was interesting to stroll among the
tombs of the Sultans, in a
scarlet uniform embroidered with gold, and a
plumed hat, and followed by the Janizaries
whom Byron had of course engaged. He did
nothing all day long but smoke, ride on horseback, and row across the Bosporus to Sweet
Waters on the Asiatic side; but he was satisfied.
Fletcher, his manservant, was the sole thorn
in his flesh. " The perpetual lamentations after
beef and beer, the stupid, bigoted contempt for
everything foreign, and the insurmountable
incapacity of acquiring even a few words of any
language, rendered him, like all other English
servants, an incumbrance. I do assure you, the
plague of speaking for him, the comforts he
required (more than myself by far), the pilaws
which he could not eat, the wines which he
could not drink, the beds where he could not
sleep, and the long list of calamities, such as
stumbling horses, want of tea, etc., which assailed him, would have made a lasting source of
laughter to a spectator and inconvenience to
a master."
At last, on July 24,181 o, Byron and Hobhouse
left Constantinople. Hobhouse returned to
England; Byron wished to make another stay
at Athens. There was no grief in their parting.
For a year they had made good-humored fun of
each other, but a long voyage is a stern test of
friendship and a change was welcome. To his
mother Byron wrote: " I am very glad to be
once more alone, for I was sick of my companion — not that he was a bad one, but because my nature leads me to solitude, and that
every day adds to this disposition."

JABfUARY

l
D'uRiNG
his second sojourn in Athens,
RABELAISIAN MONKS

I

Byron lodged at the monastery of the Capucins. It was a beautiful place — Hymettus in
front, the Acropolis behind, with the Temple of
Zeus on his right, and the town on his left. The
monument of Lysicrates was enclosed within
the monastery buildings, a charming little circular temple out of which the monks had made
a library, opening on a grove of orange trees.
The life led in this monastery was none too
sanctified; it was gay, noisy, and Hcentious,
and Byron joined in it with boyish delight.
Fletcher, the married man who had so loudly
bewailed the separation from his Sally, had
taken a Greek mistress; and the two Albanian
servants and the interpreter had followed his
example.
He made several expeditions into the Morea,
going as far as Tripolitza and always making a
stop at Patras, where the British consul, Mr.
Strane, acted as his banker. He liked this port
where the vessels with their painted hulls, recalling the fleet of Agamemnon, unfurled their
sails beneath the steep, white town. But it was
an unhealthy spot; in the mosquito season,
when the wind blew across from Missolonghi,
malaria reigned supreme. Byron caught the
fever and very nearly died of it. Fletcher completely lost his head; but fortunately his Albanian attendants nursed him and told the
doctor they would kill him if their master died.
At last Byron got the better of his malady,
and when he was sufficiently recovered, he re-
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turned to Athens, worn out and very pale. The
regimen that he followed to preserve his slimness was certainly not one to build up his
strength — a Turkish bath three times a week,
his drink a compound of water and vinegar,
and rice as his sole nourishment. Throughout
that winter his life was very much the same as
before his illness. He worked a little and wrote a
couple of satires — one in the manner of Pope,
Hints from Horace, and the other a violent
piece of invective against Lord Elgin, The
Curse of Minerva.
As for the amorous exploits of Byron and his
entourage, these were taking a dangerous turn.
His Albanians were seducing Greek ladies
whose husbands began to complain. Byron
himself (according to Gait) was the cause of
one young Greek woman's being condemned to
death. Following ancient usage, the governor
ordered her to be sewn in a sack and flung into
the sea. Byron chanced to meet the procession
which was on its way to the beach to carry out
this sentence, and he interposed in resolute
fashion. Drawing a pistol, he threatened to kill
the man in charge of the squad, and in the end
he succeeded in bringing back the young woman
to the governor's house. With threats and
bribery he secured a commutation of her sentence so that she was merely banished. He
himself took her to the monastery and sent her
off the same night to Thebes.
He would gladly have prolonged this wild,
adventurous life but Hanson sent no further remittances and demanded the presence of his
client to defend Newstead and Rochdale,
which were threatened by creditors and lawyers. Alas, he must go home! Fletcher was sent
off' as an advance guard, laden with baggage
and a letter for Mrs. Byron; and a few weeks
later the master followed, taking with him two
Greek servants.
THE FRUITS OF TRAVEL

HE VOYAGE was tedious, without interesting companions, but he liked his solitude.
All in all, he had not been unhappy on his
travels. He had been nearly wrecked in a Turkish boat, had enjoyed a passion for a married
lady in Malta, had visited a Pasha, loved
three Greeks in Athens, crossed the Dardanelles, written some verses, and learned Italian
in the monastery. He had viewed splendid scenery, evoked heroic memories, recaptured six

months of youth. He had talked with Frenchmen, Italians, Greeks, Turks, and had been
able to estimate the ideas and manners o( other
countries. A century of smoking in the London
clubs, or of yawning in the country, could not
have given him a tithe oi the useful and amusing knowledge he now possessed.
It is always interesting to observe, in the
course of a life, the gradual formation of the
stony strata which, hardened by time, will
shape and limit a man's character. On the ancestral basis of Gordon violence and Byron
sensuality, there had been laid a physical deposit — an infirmity inspiring hatred of the
world, and a beauty affording the means of
avenging himself. On the gloomy and narrow
religion taught by his first Scottish masters
there had been superimposed the Voltairean
deism of the Cambridge undergraduates; and
on the ingenuous sentimentalism of adolescence, a strongly ironical humor. The view of
the universe which now graced his inner landscape was simple. This world had been created,
for no object known to ourselves, by a God
who seemed indifferent to our ills. Moved by
their passions, men pursued either agreeable
sensations, which was wise, or fame, which was
foolish. Empires rose and sank like the waves of
the sea. All was vanity — save pleasure.
This teaching had been strongly confirmed
by his travels in the Orient. Go where he might,
Byron found life a stern business, vice omnipresent, and death both easy and close at hand.
The fatalism of Islam had reinforced his own.
The Mohammedans' treatment of woman had
satisfied him. The multiplicity of religions was
proof of their weakness. He brought back
doubts as solid as acts of faith. His long solitude had taught him some truths regarding
himself. He knew now that he was only happy
as an outlaw. He loved those lands where he
cared about no one, and where no one cared
about him. Distance had taught him contempt.
Henceforth he would know that if things went
wrong with him in England, a fortnight at
sea would bring him to white islands beneath a
sky forever blue.
BACK IN LONDON

N LONDON, Byron stopped at Reddish's
Hotel in St. James's Street. He had brought
back a shawl and some attar of roses for his
mother, some marbles for Hobhouse, and for
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himself a phial of Attic hemlock, four Athenian
skulls, and some live tortoises. Dallas had been
awaiting his arrival, and immediately turned
up. Byron seemed to be in good spirits and
talked of his travels with animation. Dallas
asked whether he had brought back a narrative. No; "he had never had the least idea of
writing about them; he believed satire to be
his/or/i?, and to that he had adhered, having
written . . . a Paraphrase of Horace's Art
of Poetry." He seemed to be satisfied with that,
and, entrusting Dallas with the manuscript,
asked him to come back next morning.
Dallas spent the day in reading these Hints
from Horace. He was fond of young Byron and
was heartily eager to find good in the poem,
but — what a disappointment! Was this all
that had come out of two years of travel and
adventure? A chilly pastiche, some painful
jesting, no freshening of form or of thought?
He returned to Reddish's Hotel next morning
in some embarrassment. With a few mumbled
compliments he asked whether Byron had not
written something else. Yes, admitted Byron;
he had brought home a few short poems and a
large number of stanzas on the voyage. They
did not deserve to be read, but if Dallas liked,
he would make him a present of them; and he
pulled a bundle of papers from his trunk. Dallas
had to promise to get the paraphrase of Horace
published at the earliest possible date, and
went off carrying Childe Harold's Pilgrimage
under his arm.
Byron! Here at last was the real Byron! His
misanthropy, his luxurious ennui, the gloomy
pleasure he found in declaring the emptiness of
all human affairs. Dallas could not contain his
enthusiasm, and he wrote to Byron, who had
gone oiF to Harrow: "You have written one of
the most delightful poems I ever read. . . . I
have been so fascinated by Childe Harold that
I have not been able to lay it down." But on
seeing Byron again he was amazed to hear him
speak of this work with a quite unfeigned contempt. " I t was anything but poetry." He had
shown the poem to a good critic, who had
damned it; hadn't Dallas noticed the marginal
comments on the manuscript? The important
thing was to find a prompt publisher for Horace. Dallas had the good sense to hold his
ground: " I am so convinced of the merit of
Childe Harold that, as you have given it to me,
I shall certainly publisH it?!'*: ::.•'..' •' ' { '*.:

Byron had written to his mother that he was
detained in London by Hanson for the signing
of some papers, and that he would visit her as
soon as he could. It was rather a cold letter
from a son returning home after two years'
absence. It began with " M y dear Madam,"
but the closing paragraph was more cordial —
"You will consider Newstead as your house,
not mine; and me only as a visitor." Was the
solitary woman pleased at this homecoming?
During those two years she had gone through
many agonies. While she had been at Newstead, she had made it a point of pride to lay
no penny of expense on her son; with her own
pension she had supported herself and one
servant.
DEATH OF M R S . BYRON

VER SINCE Byron's departure she had
been haunted by the idea that she would not
see him again. When she received his letter
from London, she said to her maid: "If I
should die before Byron comes down, what a
strange thing it would be!" That same week
she fell ill — a trifling indisposition, but one
which was given a serious turn by a chance occurrence. An upholsterer's bill provoked an
outburst of passion, in the course of which she
had a stroke; and she died without recovering
consciousness.
Byron was still in London preparing to leave
for Newstead when he was told of his mother's
illness; and the next day, August ist, he had
news of her death. He had always believed in
coincidence, and now the Fate of the Byrons
had contrived the most cruel and shocking of
catastrophes for his homecoming. On his arrival at the Abbey the domestics told him about
the apoplectic seizure. During the night, Mrs.
By, one of the house servants, heard deep sighs
and, entering Mrs. Byron's room, found him
seated beside the corpse. "Ah, Mrs. By," he
said, bursting into tears, " I had but one friend
in the world and she is gone!"
Was this an artifice of sentiment? Certainly
not. Beneath all their bitter quarrels there had
subsisted the sense of a profound link forged of
their kindred natures. She was dead; and death,
which makes human beings subject to sorrowful and poetic meditations, attached Byron to
her memory. That evening he wrote to Hobhouse: "There is to me something so incom• preheiisible in death, that I can neither speak
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nor think on the subject. Indeed, when I looked
on the mass of corruption which was the being
from whence I sprang, I doubted within myself
whether I was, or whether she was not. I have
lost her who gave me being, and some of those
who made that being a blessing. I have neither
hopes nor fears beyond the grave."
On the day of the burial he refused to follow
the funeral procession. Standing in the Abbey
door, he watched the body of his mother,
followed by the tenant farmers, move off toward the little church of Hucknall Torkard.
Then he summoned the lad Robert Rushton,
with whom he used to box, and told him to
fetch the gloves. His silence, and the unwonted
violence of the blows, were the only betrayal of
his feelings.
Two days later he heard that the charming
and cynical Matthews had been drowned in the
Cam. Caught in the water weeds, he had vainly
struggled to free himself in the course of a long
and terrible agony. How often had Byron said
to him: "You swim badly, Matthews; if you
persist in keeping your head so high, you will
drown yourself!" What a homecoming! His
mother . . . and one of his best friends. The
invisible foe was striking swift and hard. "Indeed, the blows followed each other so rapidly
that I am yet stupid from the shock. . . .
Some curse hangs over me and mine, . . .
Peace be with the dead! Regret cannot wake
them. With a sigh to the departed, let us resume the dull business of life, in the certainty
that we also shall have our repose."
TiMON OF N E W S T E A D

WW

prose notes. Here and there he added a stanza
to celebrate a dead friend, and Mrs. Byron,
Wingfield, and Matthews had each their funerary stele.
Since returning, Byron had once again exchanged a few letters with his sister Augusta.
He had not seen her again, but he knew she
was unhappy. Colonel Leigh, her husband, was
a libertine and gambler; he was away from
home ten months in the year and only came
back to attend the Newmarket races and to
give his wife a child. " I am losing my relatives," wrote Byron, "and you are adding to
the number of yours; but which is best, God
knows." The tone of their correspondence had
altered. Byron was no longer the young brother
seeking protection; although Augusta was already twenty-seven, he felt much older than
his sister, somewhat tender too, and paternal.
"Good even, child," he ended his letters.
Augusta was insistent that he should marry.
On this question, as on so many others, Byron
was a slave to convention. A ruined young nobleman marries to regild his scutcheon. He
does not love his wife — that would be laughable — but he makes her respected by others,
and he is attached to the children who will
carry on his race and name. Such was Newstead law, and Byron answered Augusta: "As
to Lady Byron, when I discover one rich
enough to suit me and foolish enough to have
me, I will give her leave to make me miserable
if she can. Money is the magnet; as to women,
one is as well as another, the older the better —
we have then a chance of getting her to
Heaven." The pose was agreeable. The price of
his contempt for men and women was a rather
irksome solitude, but the contempt had its
charms. He was Lord Byron, Baron Byron of
Rochdale, Timon of Newstead, misanthrope.

inviting Hobhouse to come;
and they both drank to the memory of Matthews. Pending this visit, or one from Hodgson,
he was alone — alone with his dogs, his hedgehogs, his tortoises, "and other Greeks." He
BYRON'S R E L I G I O U S V I E W S
yawned. Once more he began his reveries on the
i l lLE MADE several journeys to London
sofa, chewing tobacco the while — a new habit
during October and November, and then rehe had acquired in order to stave off his hunturned to spend Christmas at Newstead. He
ger. He busied himself with his "sensual comhad
visits from two friends. One of these, Wilfort." The squad of Paphian girls had been
liam Harness, was the slightly crippled boy
dispersed during his absence; he brought back
whom
he had befriended at Harrow; the other
the prettiest. Thus, in the life of Newstead, just
was
his
Cambridge friend, Hodgson, who was
as in the medieval sculptor's Dance of Death,
preparing for holy orders. Those three weeks
youthful and naked bodies would alternate
passed pleasantly enough. Byron was adding
with skeletons and skulls.
He worked little. No new poems, HJS SoJe . finishing, touches to Childe Harold; the others
amusement was in loading Childe Hatsld with .• jvp^ked em'.tJiHr l<iwn- concerns; and in the
- H E
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evenings they discussed poetry or religion.
Since his travels Byron had very definite
ideas on this latter theme: "Christ came to
save men; but a good pagan will go to Heaven,
and a bad Nazarere to Hell. . . . It is a little
hard to send a man preaching to Judaea, and
leave the rest of the world — negroes and what
not — dark as their complexions, without a
ray of light to lead them on high; and who will
believe that God will damn men for not knowing what they were never taught? . . . As to
your immortality, if people are to live, why
die? And our carcasses, which are to rise again,
are they worth raising? I hope, if mine is, that I
shall have a better pair of legs than I have
moved on these two-andtwenty years, or I shall be
sadly behind in the squeeze
into Paradise."
After the vacation the
visitors left him and he was
alone — bereft even of his
servant-mistresses, for he
had just discovered that
one of them of whom he
was rather fond was deceiving him with a yokel. Really, there was nothing in the
wide world one could lean
upon. The disaster was that
he grew bored to the breaking point. Those who have
suffered, and whose sufi^erings are healed by habit or
forgetfulness, have a prodigious aptitude for ennui, because pain, while making our life intolerable, fills it at the same time with sentiments so
strong that they conceal its emptiness, and when
the pain ceases, life will then appear utterly
blank. Byron resolved to go and settle in
London, where he would at least find Parliament, and proofs to correct.
IDOL OF LONDON

JL N 1812, soon after Byron's return to
London, John Murray published the first two
cantos of Childe Harold's Pilgrimage. Up to the
last moment Byron had been doubtful of his
poem's worth. He was always shy in mentioning it; and Dallas, too, alarmed by his responsibility, was no less anxious. But the triumph was
immediate. In three days an edition of five

hundred copies at thirty shillings was sold out.
Murray oflFered to buy the copyright for six
hundred pounds, and Byron gave the money
to Dallas.
And now his life had been abruptly transformed, as that of the hero of some Oriental
tale, touched by an enchanter's wand. One
evening he had known London as a desert
peopled by three or four acquaintances; the
next, it was a city of the Arabian Nights,
crowded with lighted palaces opening their
portals to the most illustrious of young Enghshmen.
The French Revolution, and then Bonaparte, had given birth in thousands of young
Europeans to the glorious
hopes which Napoleon had
betrayed. In England especially, the sentiment of the
vanity of life was dominant in a society sickened
of pleasures by laxity of
morals, of marital ambition
by long drawn out wars, of
political ambition by the
continuance of a Tory government made invincible
by danger. The poets, in
their impotence or timidity,
had not voiced this secret
revulsion. Childe Harold
was the first to echo the
tragic skepticism of a sickened generation. Art had at
last fallen back into step with life. At last a
young Englishman, akin to those who read
him, had discovered the Europe of 1812 as
revolution and wars had left it.
After a literary triumph, it sometimes happens that its author comes as a disappointment; here, however, the author was a match
for his work. He was a nobleman of ancient
lineage, and Society was grateful to him for
bringing the prestige of genius to a class that
was often attacked. He was young and handsome; even his infirmity heightened the interest
felt in him. The gloomy story of his hero was
his own story; everyone knew that. Women
thrilled as they imagined the great Abbey, the
heinous passions, and that "marble heart" of
Childe Harold, withheld, yet coveted the more.
They laid instant siege to him.
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Mata H a r i , the "Vied Dancer''
Coutinueti front page 4

Shordy after their marriage a son,
Norman, was born, and by her own account the young mother's cup of happiness was filled to the brim with this new
rapture. However, she said, the child did
not live long, for a typically Oriental act
of poisoning resulted in his death. Mata
Hari described in some detail how this
tragedy so infuriated her that the savage
within her nature rose in revolt, so that
with her own hands she strangled the unfaithful servant who had given the child
the poisoned cup.
Thus her own account gives to her life
a current of vibrant, barbaric adventure,
heavily colored by the mystery and
romance of the unknown East, which
was rendered all the more plausible by
nature's gifts. For this Dutch girl, born
in Holland ol homely parents, was endowed with a strangely Oriental cast of
countenance and an amber-tinted body
which she inherited, not from Hindu
parents, but from Jewish progenitors.
T H E REAL MATA HARI

-M-T IS NOT necessary at this place
to give a detailed account of Mata Hari's
early life, though it may be well to
sketch enough of the important facts to
prove how completely mythical was the
story she built up around herself— the
story, be it noted, which in itself was no
small part of the mystery and exotic
charm with which this extraordinarily
seductive woman ensnared the men
whom she sought to betray. Suffice it to
say that the real Mata Hari was born in
the little Dutch town of Leeuwarden on
August 7, 1876, and was given the baptismal names of Margaret Gertrude. Her
nearest approach to Oriental ancestry
was a strain of Jewish blood through her
father's descent. Adam Zelle was a prosperous business man, and the mother
came from the better-class family of Van
der Meulen. Margaret's early life seems
to have been no more distinguished by
incident than the lives of the blond children who accompanied her to the Cammingha-State School, and who scampered
through a happy, innocent childhood on
the banks of a gray canal.
At fourteen, when, according to her
own romantic tale, she was being rescued
from the Kanda Swany, she was admitted to a Catholic convent. Thus,
instead of being torn from the grasp of

fanatical devotees of an unknown and
mystic cult, she was in reality entering
the cloistered security of a religious
house where young ladies are protected
with zealous care.
At the age of eighteen, she left the
convent and went to spend a vacation at
The Hague — the Dutch capital. Here
she met a handsome officer — Captain
Campbell MacLeod — whose elegance
was turning the heads of the simple
Dutch maidens home from school. MacLeod was of good, even distinguished,
Scottish descent and held a commission
in the Dutch Colonial Army. Margaret
admitted later that she had always suffered from a weakness for officers, and
this weakness may account for her marriage to MacLeod shortly after their
meeting. The man whose name she assumed had been a vicious young satyr at
twenty-one; now, at forty, he was a
satiated libertinejwho continued to flout
all decency from acquired habit rather
than from active desire. From the first,
the marriage was a miserable failure.
The couple resided first at Amsterdam,
and later we find them in Java, where
MacLeod commanded a battalion of the
Colonial Army Reserve. By this time,
their domestic relations had become the
scandal of the Dutch colony, and when
they returned to Holland, it was only to
set in motion the legal machinery for
securing a divorce. Curiously enough,
Margaret's petition for a divorce was refused, but soon afterward a similar petition was granted to her husband.
At this point we leave the old Margaret. The scandal of her domestic life
had closed the doors of all her friends
against her. Repudiated and cast out,
the Red Dancer began to take form
among the mists that blow in from the
North Sea. The respectable burgherfather consented to provide the funds
necessary for his daughter's removal
from the neighborhood, and she departed for Paris, determined to make her
debut as a dancer.
Having had no professional training,
and lacking a means of livelihood until
her act was ready, she turned, during her
early days in Paris, to a career which attracts so many young stage people: she
posed as a model for painters. Artists
who saw her have all borne testimony to
the beauty of Mata Hari's figure, several

declaring that they had never seen such
lovely shaped arms. But as a model she
had one grave defect — her bust was
pendulous and ugly. Later, during her
dances, she never bared her breasts, although this was the only part of her body
which was covered. She had her own explanations to offer for this. " M y
husband," she used to say, "often
threatened to disfigure me so that no
other man would desire me." She claimed
that in one of his fits of erotic dementia
he had actually mutilated her.
In 1903 she made her debut as a
dancer on the vaudeville stage. Her success in Paris was immediate, and was
followed by other conquests in Berlin,
Rome, Vienna, and London. But it was
not as a dancer that she coveted a reputation. Better than a large audience in a
theater she loved the intimacy afforded
by private engagements in some luxurious apartment where, before a select
audience of refined profligates and brilliant, wealthy dilettantes, she could
explain with greater freedom the sensuous rites of the fantastic cult of which
she had nominated herself the highpriestess.
T H E MAKING O F A COURTESAN

¥¥
Ji.M.ER IDEAL was to become a
famous — the most famous — courtesan, and to achieve it she invented her
sacred origin and improvised an art.
The opportunity she sought was to
exhibit her lovely, amber body among
gold and precious stones, to pose
rhythmically among sumptuous transparencies. The rest was only decoration
to conceal, justify, and stimulate the
underlying sensual debauch. There may
have been moments when she took her
charlatanry seriously, but that Mata
Hari's dances had any religious meaning
was only the fantasy of minds not less
distorted than her own.
This, then, was the role she had
chosen. In one of her letters she says that
Siva is the god of sin; he "must have a
power of destruction which equals, if it
does not surpass, the good of Brahma."
Siva was her favorite god; she became
the symbol of his cult and she recruited
many worshipers. In point of fact, Mata
Hari's knowledge of the brgies practiced
in Hindu temples and sanctuaries was
derived exclusively from books. The
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most she had ever seen were the dances
of the tiny Javanese bayas in those villages she had visited while her husband
was with the Dutch colonial forces.
Curiously enough, it was a grave old
Oriental scholar who first gave her the
idea that her sensuous contortions possessed a religious significance. In 1905
she proposed to give a performance of
Javanese dances in the Guimet Museum,
which is devoted to the collection of
Oriental curiosities. Before she appeared,
a bearded scholar of Eastern lore rose
and explained to the awed audience the
meaning of the rhythmic ceremony they

were about to witness. At the conclusion
of his discourse Mata Hari entered in
her saffron veilings and, her face glowing
with the excitement of the scholar's suggestions, danced her "Black Pearl"
dance. Next morning the Paris newspapers were filled with the novelty of
this extraordinary performance in a
museum of serious studies, and Mata
Hari decided to reap the full benefit of
her sudden fame.
From the museum of Oriental art to
the salon of the Chilean minister was the
next step; but it was no more than a
breathing place on her rapid rise to

ascendancy. Besides, she had not yet
reached the stage of complete nudity
which she was to favor later. That only
came when the Princess Murat invited
her to perform before an exclusive assemblage in her city palace. Later the
Prince del Drago placed her on the topmost pinnacle of notoriety when he gave
a celebration which was designed to
revolve around the central figure of a
bayadere. These evenings among the
socially elect gave Mata Hari intense delight. They were also infinitely more
profitable than dancing on the vaudeville
stage. From 1905 her love affairs followed her hke an unending procession.
From her admirers she received such
substantial homage that before long she
was established in a sumptuous apartment near the Champs-Elysees. She had
a private carriage and a famous collar of
pearls.
After a while, however, the capricious
Parisians began to tire of her public appearances. The press which had greeted
her favorably grew lukewarm, and then
chilling, and she felt her position slipping
from her. She would be content with
nothing but the position of a goddess,
and this excessive vanity was her downfall. Casting about for a locale where her
artistic pretensions would be taken at
their proper value, she thought of her
former reception in Berlin. What the
French gave so niggardly would be
yielded generously by the Germans, who
adored her; so she accepted another
engagement in Beriin in 1907.
T H E FATEFUL T R I P TO BERLIN

^^rHi
B HERE are times when I almost
believe in the caprices of fate," she once
wrote to an admirer. " B u t a moment's
thought convinces me that destiny is
what we make it."
If this is true, then it was in Berlin
that Mata Hari shaped the destiny
which conducted her to the rifle-range at
Vincennes. Of her residence in Berlin
little is known, partly because the German secret service (or that of any other
nation) does not seek publicity for the
work of its agents, and partly because
association with men of very high social
standing insured a conspiracy of silence
concerning her actions. We know very
little of this period of her life other than
that she was speedily welcomed by the
male aristocracy of the nation.
It has been asserted by some of her
admirers that Mata Hari only succumbed to a sudden temptation to undertake spying during the excitement of the
war, when her employment as a vaudeville artist was restricted; but this can
easily be disproved. To begin with, the
system of numbering spies betrayed her
pre-war enrollment. No spy is known,
even to the higher officials, by name.
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They are invariably addressed and
known by a number. Mata Hari was
Ha I. The enlargement of the service
during the war made necessary an alteration in the system of numbering, so that
the headquarters of the spy and the
nation against whom he was operating
would be easily recognized by those who
had to collate reports. Spies recruited
during the war received a symbol composed of two letters and a number. The
first letter was the initial of the town
where their headquarters was situated,
and the second letter was the initial of
the name of the country in which they
worked. Had Mata Hari been enrolled'
during the war, she would have received
the symbol AF, followed by a number,
representing the initials of the words
Antwerp and France (Antwerpen and
Frankreich in German).
The second piece of material evidence
of her earlier employment as a spy is the
simple fact that the British authorities
were well aware of her activities long before the outbreak of war. In fact, the
French did not "discover" her. They
only began to take her under surveillance
when she was signaled to them by the
British service. So well was she watched
by the men from London that Mata
Hari was under no illusion about their
recognition of her labors. No sooner did
she betray any interest in an English officer than he was warned of his danger or
was transferred quickly to some spot
remote from her wiles and baleful
influence.
It is not possible to understand how a
woman like Mata Hari could become a
spy without having an elementary
knowledge of the methods adopted by
the German secret police in recruiting
their agents, and without knowing why
other women were sometimes persuaded
to accept this highly dangerous employment. It is the practice of most countries
to avoid using a woman for this work if a
man is available. In England it is an almost invariable rule never to employ
women, and the English have good
reasons for their action.
Of the most conspicuous spies of recent years who have paid the penalty for
their labors — women like Marguerite
Francillard, " E v a , " the old ogre Tichelly, Yvonne Schadeck, and Anne
Gamier — all of them with the one
exception of Tichelly (who had a warped
sense of morality in general) were
dragged into the business because they
had fallen in love with men who were already in the secret service. Coudoyannis,
the Greek, a very active and highly paid
spy, found that a little friend was essential in his character as a man about
town; but no sooner had he secured one
than his chief wrote to offer him the
alternative of dismissing her or of luring

her into the service. The idea of making
use of their mistresses was part oi the
doctrine taught by certain instructors.
Indeed, it is known that the notorious
Frau Henrichsen (known to the French
also as "Mile. Doktor"), who was head
of the Antwerp branch of the organization, was recruited in exactly the same
way from the Berlin demimonde. Marussia Destrelles, Mata Hari's friend,
was certainly enrolled by that means.
How

GERMANY RECRUITED SPIES

_g5EFORE proceeding to describe
how Mata Hari became entangled in the
toils of secret intrigues, let us pause in
her story long enough to see how the
German authorities secured their recruits
in times of peace. A typical case was that
of the Greek, Constantine Coudoyannis,
who was known in the London and Paris
demi-monde as Count Costa de Smyrnos.
Before his self-elevation to the nobility
Count Costa was a peddler who spoke
several languages fluently and tramped
through France, Belgium, and Germany
as far as the Prussian capital. When the
Count reviewed his past, he surveyed as
fine a standing crop of wild oats as the
limited means of a peddler would permit
him to cultivate.
Visiting the Prussian capital, he decided to take a day off from peddling in
order to view the baut-monde, and was
enjoying a casual stroll down the Unter
den Linden when, in his own parlance, he
was "pinched" by the police for some
inexplicable reason. His elastic conscience was under no strain, for his last
delinquency could not have attracted
the attention of the awe-inspiring police
of the capital. To the peddler's amazement he was not conducted to a police
station, but to an imposing apartment in
the official quarter. There, to his consternation, he was confronted with a
very minute account of his petty larcenies and rascalities committed in various
other countries.

before the war) demanded his extradition in order ;o provide condign punishment for his long list of misdeeds.
Having succeeded in reducing the peddler to a state of terror at the prospect of
spending his near future in a foreign
prison, the burly uniformed officer began
to coo as mildly as a dove. He informed
the scared peddler that the might of the
German Empire might be enlisted to
aid an accomplished linguist in return
for certain services to be rendered at the
expense of the two countries which
sought to punish him. He was to become
a German secret agent: the peddler's
pack was to be abandoned, and Constantine would become a man of means
and leisure. The unhappy Greek left that
house and set out on the highroad to a
self-chosen patent of nobility and, later,
a firing-squad.
There is no more perplexing problem
in Mata Hari's life than this: why did
she become a spy.'' There can be little
doubt that it was not for love of money,
for, contrary to popular belief, a spy's
salary is miserably inadequate to the
potential danger incurred. Of the actual
payment to spies we have abundant
evidence. Even during the war it was no
more than a mere pittance, certainly not
enough to tempt anyone who had other
resources. Captain Esteve, recruited in
Barcelona, was furnished with 300 francs
(about $Go) in addition to his railway
fare and sent to seek information in
France. Sydnet, who toured an American vaudeville circuit as a gymnast, received 500 pesetas (about |ioo) to blow
up Les Invalides! Spies in England occasionally received as much as $1,000 at
a time, but this was considered high
remuneration and had to satisfy them
for some time.
Such wretched payment, then, could
be no temptation to Mata Hari, who
could earn much more in the safety of
vaudeville contracts and who had no
lack of enthusiastic admirers ready and
willing to compete for her favors and to
provide her with every conceivable
luxury.
W H Y MATA HARI BECAME A S P Y
I U I A J O R MASSARD, of the French

The dignified police official who interviewed him on the subject was a worthy
man who was roused to a pitch of fury
by the mere recital of these misdemeanors; he stormed and thundered at the
terrified peddler in the name of outraged
law and order, informing him that the
French and Belgian authorities (this was

staflF, was of the opinion that pride had
caused Mata Hari to accept this dangerous employment. True, she loved to
assert her power over men of influence,
and we shall presently see that she had
many opportunities to exercise this
power over men in very high places. A
government official in Spain who knew
her well, and is among her stoutest defenders, thinks that if anything could
have seduced her, it was vanity. Still
another, and this man speaks with
authority, since he watched her closely
through several years as a counter-
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espionage agent, informed the writer:
"She was probably inspired by a
woman's natural instinct to play with
fire." Then elaborating this opinion he
went on: "Look at her life! I t is one
debauch after another, and one debauch
is much the same as another. There is
nothing so completely satiating as a surfeit of unvarying pleasure, and the mor?
intense it is, the more quickly is satiety
reached. All it does is to create a lust for
fresh sensations, and once the palate has
ceased to savor the delight of one form
of pleasure, another must be found which
will stimulate the jaded appetite. It requires a violent stimulant to gratify
anyone who has drunk to the dregs from
the cup of physical passion. Mata Hari
found consolation in the thrills of dangerous intrigue when she began to lose
interest in the older and more familiar
pleasures. That is all."
.Some or all of these emotions — love
of power, the lust of an insatiable vanity,
the quest of new physical thrills — might
have had their part in impelling Mata
Hari to undertake the work, but the
simple truth is that she was a spy before
she knew it; and, once launched upon
this career, it was impossible to withdraw. In accepting employment with
Abteilung III — the German intelligence service — a spy had the most Nevertheless, he was tried and sentenced
exacting taskmaster. Once the agent be- to a sharp term of imprisonment. Those
came restive or his reports ceased to be sensitive moralists who desire to know
accurate or adequate, the disciplinary that retribution always overtakes the
action was severe and inevitable.
sinner may be interested to know that
The usual method was to send the Karl Graves never served this sentence.
delinquent some message in an indiscreet The British Intelligence secured the
manner, so that it would fall into the release of this highly embittered man
enemy's hands and so expose his activi- and provided him with employment —
ties to the authorities of the nation as a spy against his former employers!
against whom he was working or against The British had extraordinary success in
whom he refused to work. There are utilizing former enemy agents of outmany known examples of this hateful standing merit in this way.
practice; one, that of the beautiful MaIn considering the course of Mata
russia Destrelles, a friend of Mata Hari's life in Berlin and the reason
Hari's, we shall give at some length in its which induced her to engage in the most
proper place. A better-known instance is desperate sport in the world, one should
that of Dr. Karl Graves.
have in mind the declaration of von
Dr. Graves had performed some Kroon, one of the heads of German
prodigies of secret-service work for the espionage in Spain. With admirable but
authorities of the Wilhelmstrasse. His tactless candor, he said that they made
most sensational feat in this direction use of Mata Hari because she was the
was at Port Arthur, where he secured only woman they knew who had the
the information of Japanese movements ability to cultivate intimacy and to
which would have been of incalculable secure the confidence of certain highly
value to the Russian authorities had he placed officials whose weakness made
not sent it directly to Berlin. He was them excellent prospects for an intellialso active in the Balkans during the first gent secret agent. This is probably true.
Balkan War. But for some reason the of- The precise methods they adopted in
ficials of Abteilung I I I became dis- Mata Hari's case will remain for all time
pleased with him and he was sent to the secret of the Berlin authorities, but
England (or Scotland, to be exact), their effects may be noted.
where an undisguised communication of
The situation was this: of ordinary
a confidential nature addressed to him spies they had an abundance and could
through the mail led to his arrest.
recruit as many more as they required;
It was frank betrayal, and the English but in the selection of the higher type of
authorities knew it. So did Graves. spies — those who could move with free-

dom among men in the highest official
circles — their choice was severely restricted. Mata Hari's well-known reputation as a courtesan showed that she
had the means of entry to these circles;
she was, therefore, admirably designed
for the work. All that remained was to
lure her into it. Her profession was to
become her surest defense against suspicion at a later time; now it was the
easiest means of attack.
Later, at her trial, Mata Hari frankly
told her judges how she came to make
the acquaintance of Herr von Jagow, the
chief of the Berlin police.
" I met him at the music-hall where I
was playing," she said. " In Germany the
police have the right to censor the costumes worn by the artistes and someone
had thought that I was insufficiently
clad. So the chief of police came to inspect my costume."
Now anyone who had experience with
the German police during the heyday of
the Empire will recall the position of
dominating authority held by that official who tommanded the police in the
capital. He was a functionary of such
unapproachable dignity and importance
that the inspection of a dancer's costume
would positively have been the duty of
his fourth or fifth assistant, unless, of
course, there was an excellent reason why
the chief himself should undertake the
task. In this case the dancer had a place
in their wide schemes which made her
the suitable subject for a personal visit.
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She proved a willing victim. In a short
time she was recognized as an intimate
friend of the police chief—so intimate
that he had made himself responsible for
providing her with an imposing apartment in Berlin. Here again let us pause
to glance at the German methods; it will
furnish a clear understanding of Mata
Hari's mission.

However, not all of this scandalous
Who's Who was fiction. Some of the
matter included was not quite so ridiculous, especially the sections dealing with
the younger and less known officials
who had had occasion to visit Berlin
and had made the acquaintance of
Mata Hari and her kind. The method
of obtaining this information is interesting. The luxurious apartment furnished
A SCRAPBOOK OF SCANDAL
for her occupation in the exclusive
'"'ff?
neighborhood of the Wilhelmstrasse
!*•;• ATA HARI played a part in
the compilation of the most amazing was an expensive residence even for one
Who's Who ever revealed to the eyes of of Mata Hari's reputation. This famous
the public. I t was not intended for pub- "Green House" was one of Stieber's
lication — far from it; but a clever agent legacies to the German police. I t had
employed by the British got possession played its part in Bismarckian days in
of the only known copy from under the entangling many unwilling victims in
nose of the German secret service, and the web of the Iron Chancellor's policies.
the London authorities permitted the The cost of its maintenance came from
publication of extracts as a solemn warn- the funds allocated for secret service,
ing against the cultivation of friendships and the servants were all, or nearly all,
with foreigners who might not scruple to police agents.
Skillfully engineered introductions to
abuse confidences. This book was the
accumulation of all the gossip, scandal, the right people enabled Mata Hari to
sins, personal weaknesses, delinquencies, entertain the victims of police curiosity,
and domestic infelicities of influential and since their chief was a man of
people, collected by the spies, amateur magnanimous parts, he permitted these
and professional, which Germany em- same victims to share the favors of his
mistress. Having introduced the victim
ployed against England.
The preparation of the book lasted into her web, Mata Hari would stage
over many years, but it seems never to one of those sensual orgies for which she
have served the purpose for which it was was famous, and the police agents were
intended. I t was the intention of the granted unlimited opportunity to secure
Berlin authorities to use this knowledge substantial blackmail evidence, to be
of a man's hidden past in order to black- filed away pending the time when it
mail the victim into furnishing aid or would be required for their schemes.
information not otherwise obtainable. French, Italian, and Russian officers
The numerous agents who collected the were treated by this Delilah with fine
information for the volume must have impartiality.
been singularly credulous, for most of
It has been remarked that Mata Hari
the biographies were pure fiction and had little luck with the English. This
would not have been of the slightest cannot be taken as evidence of the
value in a time of need. The extracts sobriety or chastity of the English ofpublished so distorted the truth that ficials, because they had the somewhat
they were received with derision.
unfair advantage over the lady of having

one of their agents employed in the
house. For many years, whenever Mata
Hari tried to approach an English agent,
she was rudely repulsed; yet it never
seems to have dawned upon her employers that there might be an excellent reason why she should invariably fail with
the men of this nation.
Not all her entertainments, however,
were for the relatively innocuous purpose of collecting blackmailing evidence.
There were other occasions when men
entrusted with highly confidential missions were received by Mata Hari, and
during the course of the entertainment
she contrived to extract from their lips
not only wine-scented kisses, but secrets
which sent them into obscure German
fortresses, from which they departed in
complete ignorance of their betrayer.
One of the cleverest officers of the French
army staff, visiting Germany on an unofficial secret mission, was among the
Red Dancer's victims. During a night of
foolish indiscretion he confided his secret
to her.
The Berlin secret police had suspected the object of his visit and had
deliberately turned him over to their
invaluable tool, who successfully executed the work entrusted to her. The
unhappy officer went insane during his
imprisonment when he realized the
extent of his folly.
The main object of Mata Hari's employment by the German secret police
at this time was to get her so deeply
involved in the intricate web of Machiavellian intrigue that withdrawal would
be impossible without the risk of being
denounced to those countries whose
agents she had betrayed. Useful as her
activities in Berlin were during 1908 and
1909, she was only serving her novitiate
for the more important work she was to
undertake abroad.
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B.T.U.'s by the Billions

^UR bill was a trifle more this month . . . or, a

O'

be needed for future growth—a growth which is

trifle less". . . that, for many, sums up their

being accelerated by the increasing use of gas in

immediate interest in the gas industry. The hundreds

industry, and which should be further accelerated

of companies providing manufactured gas, their

as gas is more widely used for the heating of

producing plants, reservoirs, and underground

homes and buildings.

distributing systems . . . the natural gas companies,

In recommending the purchase of conservative

their compressor stations and systems of pipe lines

bonds secured by gas? properties, Halsey, Stuart &

. . . the millions of cubic feet they deliver and the

Co. has been privileged to serve in two capacities...

heating quality of their product in B. t. u.'s (British

first, it has played a prominent role in the upbuild-

thermal units).... all this the general public takes

ing of this essential industry . . . and, second, it has

for granted.

assisted thousands of people to place their surplus

This unconcerned acceptance reflects the faith

funds in safe investments.

of the public in the soundness of the modern gas

For additional information about the investment

industry—a faith which underlies the hundreds of

opportunities in this and other branches of the

millions of investment dollars back of the industry.

Public Utility Industry, write for our illustrated

It also Implies the promise of more capital as it may

booklet, "The Strength of the Utilities."
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M o d e r n Vacafionist

Knows His Below Par Season

TRAVEL

. . . Therefore Cunard-Anchor
Wesf Indies Cruises

are

]>oyo Ilay§ in J a p a n

appropriately scheduled . . .
hy DOi^ C. S E I T Z

Cunard meets the rising infelligenf demand (or
short winter vacations . . . For wise Ii{e-loving
people who know that 12, 16, 18 or 26 days ol
tropical sun adds more years to their lives and
more lilt to their minds than a year's expensive
medical treatment. . . They realize that basking
in a sea-washed port is the per{ect winter solution

I HE CLIMATE of Tokvo is mucli
like that of New York. Perhaps it is less
cold in winter, but it shares the same sort
of summers. I t too has its dog-days, the
sticky months of July and August, to
which it has given a special name, Doyo.
But if the traveler donned Japanese dress
he would be much more comfortable there
than in Manhattan.
In the business sections gentlemen may
wear European garb, but it is made of the
comfortable Chinese pongee silk. If the
felt hat and the close linen collar become
irksome, one may easily remedy it by
changing to a cool kimono of silk or rayon.
Workmen wear "shorts" which are undeniably so, with light cotton smocks
worn outside to allow the air to reach their
bodies.
The Japanese diet is much more sensible

The victim selected, he produces from
somewhere a flat little board that becomes
the dressing table. Dexterously wielding a
sharp, thin blade, he cleans the fish, peels
off its skin and scales, takes out the bones,
and separates it into delicate, pink slices,
sweet and cool to the palate. He lays it
apparently whole on the waiting platter,
then with his pliant knife carves from a
piquant radish the replica of a lotus flower,
to decorate it when served.
Good taste is the law of Nippon. There
is no coarse work anywhere. This is true
even of the landscape. There are no pollutions or disfigurements. Trees are respected and tenderly nursed and supported
in their old age. Roads must turn from
alignment and improvements halt if a tree
is in the way. Public sentiment will not
permit their butchery for convenience or

4or 'wef-{eet nerves' and routine oHice doldrums
• • . they know that Cunard presents the color•ful diversion of the West Indies at less than
summer vacation prices. They are the pioneers
OT a new vacation,movement... and the roomy
comfort

of Cunard staterooms • • . the suave

perfection of Cunard service . . . the gala atmosphere of Cunard lounges and verandah cafes
. . . these are demanded by the modern vacafionisf as necessary holiday equipmeni.

V A R I E D ITINERARIES
San J u a n , S a n t i a g o ,

INCLUDING

Santo

Domingo,

Port-au-Prince, St. Pierre, Fort de

France,

Barbados, Trinidad, LaGuayra, Curacao, Colon,

Sailing Date
from NewYorit
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

6,1930
16,1930
15,1930
15,1930
12,1930

Steamer
5. s.
s. s.
5. s.
s. s.
s. s.

Carinfhia
Caledonia
Caledonia
Caledonia
Samaria

Courtesy Japan Tourist Bu

Arashiyama

Kingston, Havana, Nassau, Bermuda.
Duration
ot Voyage

Min.
Rales

16 days
26 days
26 days
18 days
12 days

$200
275
275
200
175

See Y o u r Local Age.nt

CUNARD-ANCHOR
WEST I N D I E S CRUISES

for summer weather than ours, even if ra\v profit. In Tokyo there is a green square,
fish is the chief appetizer. Do not shudder guarded with hedges, in the center of
at the suggestion; it is a delicacy not to be which stands a great tree. It is in the way
scorned. Better advised than Occidentals, of improvements. In America it would fall
tfie Japanese long ago discovered that the at the first call of tlie dollar. Not so in
"fishy" flavor of fish comes from skin, Japan. Though it is one of the best locascales, and bones. These they eliminate. tior s in the city it cannot be acquired for
The fish merchant comes to the door with anv purpose; even a street railway was
his captives alive and swimming in the baiked. WTiy.?
bowls swung from his shoulders. You
Well, the people round about love the
know his business by the sign-manual em- tree. They believe the roots of the giant
broidered upon the back of his smock. reach down to the "water ravine" conPick out your fish and he will do the rest. nected with a crvstal current from Mount
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/e/ c/nHAKESPEARE neuer left (jsIGLAND !

A L W A Y S , the greatest minds
^ ^ have projected themselves
mto parts of the world other than
their own.
Shakespeare, who never left
England, laid the scenes of his
plays in many parts of the European continent, in Asia Minor, in
Africa!

Kant, who spent all his life, not
finds, historical and literary suggesmerely in Germany, but in the comtion, good maps have all the profitparatively small city of Koenigsberg
able charm of the world's best books.
in East Prussia, had a remarkably
Why not start now to acquire the
keen interest in the Orient.
stimulating habit of reading them
often? Teach your children t o
Homer and Dante, with none of
enjoy them as well.
our present actual knowledge of
the earth's form, yet had their own
Rand M?Nally & Company have
definite conception of the world as
been for 60 years the best known
a whole.
and most highly regarded makers of
This interest in the character of
fine globes, maps, and atlases for
the planet we live on is
general and special
an attribute not only
uses.
of the very great, but of
And the habit of
every truly cultivated
precision in detail, so
man and woman.
absolutely essential to
I t is this interest
quality map making,
which makes the study
carries over into all
of maps so fascinating.
Rand MCNally &
Crowded with the
Company's many
The. GLOBE o n the B a n k e S i d e , w h e r e ,
delights of unexpected
varied activities.
shaksperc acted.

Some of Rand MCNally & Company's
Products and
Departments
Maps
Atlases
Child Lile Magazine
Banker's Monthly
School Maps
General Atlases
Banker's Directory
Auto Road Mapa
Commercial Atlas
Banker's Bulletin
Commercial Maps
Goode School Atlas
Economic Maps
Railroad,
Aviation Maps
Publications
Airline and Bus Tickets
Special Maps to Order
Coupon Books
Text Books
Globes
Children's Books
General
Printing

Map Headquarters
Dept. J - 1
EXHIBITS AND SALKSKOOMS

536 S. Clark Street, Chicago
270 Madison Avenue, New'York
Washington
San Francisco
Los Angeles
National Press Bldg.
669 Mission St.
125 E. Sixth St.
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Travel
Ebisu, and that it therefore brings health
to the neighborhood. So the pine remains
immune from the axe, and if it totters it
will be supported by ingenious trusses and
saved until the day when it must surrender to the lightning and the storm.
J APAN is only modern on the edges.
The people are imbued with affection for
old things and old customs. Nature is to
be adored and kept comely. Pilgrimages to
sacred shrines and mountains are ever on
foot during the Doyo. Sandals and smalls
are the costume; tea and rice the sustenance. Thus young and old journey to
Nara, to Atami, where springs are made to
boil by eternal fire, to Miyanoshita and to
the Lake of Hakone, respectfully hoping
that Fujiyama will condescend to show its
face. This it does so seldom that

J^

\\Tien glorious Fuji deigns to smile
The little hills bow low
And passing showers pause a while
To deck it with a rainbow!

^E}^

ae/i/xe

Farther away is the sacred Bay of Ise, to
which many pilgrims go and to which even
the Emperor turns periodically to perform
certain rites indispensable to the maintenance of his majesty. Seven hundred years
ago a noble of Nippon wrote this quatrain,
which is ever repeated:

GOLDEN STATE
LIMITED

O Bay of Ise, wild and fair.
Would thy white waves wereflowersrare.
That I might gather them and bring
My love at last so fair a thing.

Direct — to the Sunny Southwest
Sliortesf and best way Chicago to El PasO'Juarez, Tucson,
Ch;>.ndle!', Phoenix, Indio, Pa:.m Springs, Agua Galiente—
quickest by mariy hours.
Winter Paradise palatial hotels -delighti'ul ranches. Days
of golf, tennis, jiolo, fiorseback riding, ranch sports inter'
spersed with hours of luxurious ease; —and n i g h t s ! — A
Venetian night was never more entrancing than the shim'
raering starlit desert!

No Extra Fare
Superfine—Expressing the Utmost
in Travel Luxury
Convenient Schedule—MinimMnt daylight hours
en route—Only 2 days Chicago to California—
3J aays
days jram
from \^oast
Coast to
to K^oast
Coast
Rock Island-Southern Pacific Golden State Route—direct
Route—direct
l o * altitude warm winter way to Los Angeles and San
Diego. Through sleepers from St. Louis and Minneapolis.

\

Dieuo. Through sleepers from St. Louis and Minneapolis.

I
jr
Jr

ROCK ISLAND
THE ROAD OF UNUSUAL
^ '
^r
jF

SERVICE

For detailed in/brmaricm, mail ^iz cou]fon
Rock Island Vacation Travel Service Bureau
761 La Salle Street Station, Chicago. 111.
Please send me literature dei|riptive of Arizona and California and full information regarding
train schedules and service via flblden State Route.
t^avci^,

Americans, Europeans, and some wellto-do Japanese spend the Doyo at Karuizawa, high up in the hills. Here the
pleasures are of the Occident. There is golf
and trout fishing. I t is a pleasant place to
visit but not one in which to observe
Japan. The real Japan will be found in
Kyoto, the ancient capital to the south,
with its canal through a mountain, its
stream covered with rafts on which dyers
fix the tones of delicate fabrics, and Nikko
of the North, where the gods dwell among
misty mountains, where torrents roar and
temple bells sing as nowhere else in the
world.
That molten bronze when cooled can
contain such a golden tone is almost unbelievable. The gong of the Chinese is a
hideous vibration, as offensive to the ear
as a Scotch bagpipe, but the priest who
strikes one of the temple bells in Nikko
brings forth a song of the soul. Hearing it
once, one longs to listen to it forever and
ever — as endlessly as the tones linger
among the peaks.
There is no limit to politeness in Japan.
I t extends even to the birds — at least to
that intelligent family of immigrants, the
mynas. Once on a pleasant path leading to
a cottage I was greeted by a soft" Ohayo,"
the Japanese good morning greeting. I saw
no native near. Then it was repeated be-

AiidLTcss-
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fore I had the wit to return the salutation.
I looked about and lo! the speaker was a
bird, of little more than robin size, dark
of feather and roUing a most vivacious
eye. Later when I was departing from
Kyoto a myna in the porter's lodge cried
regretfully, "Sayonara!" — a word of
kindly farewell, the auf iviedersehen of the
land.
SEPTEMBER FIRST, 1929, was

rrt'^.

own where the sun begins, and life is lei-

/

^

•

^

)->'^N

,-;

surely and g a y . l l - d a y cruises.Three beguiling
picture ports lying beyond reach of Winter's

the

sixth anniversary of the earthquake and
fire that destroyed Tokyo, Yokohama,
and their suburbs. In that catastrophe
nearly 150,000 people lost their lives and
the property damage amounted to two
and one half billion dollars, or double that
number of yen, by which it is more properly measured. They have been rebuilding
the great cities ever since on broader and
safer lines. I t was an overwhelming loss for
so poor a people.
The militarists are convinced that
Japan has no friends abroad and that it
must therefore keep rust from its sword
blades. Alas, there is much to foster the
impression, for which none are more responsible than the military and naval
face-makers in the United States. Between
war and earthquake the Nipponese have
not had an easy time. Proud, working at
low wages, paying high for metals and
fibres that must be imported if she is to
carry on her industries, working against
an adverse trade balance, the people are
indeed beset from without. Natural resources have been denied them. For sustenance they must rely upon the uncertain
sea and the soil-exhausting rice plant; for
income from abroad, upon a butterfly!
The people earn with difficulty. By
nature too artistic to toil in the slave pens
called cotton mills, they resist and in efi'ect
have to be commandeered. The girl weavers live in compounds under contract and
are guarded lest they run back to the simple life. Now and then a dagger furnishes a
means of escape. They cannot plod on
through mud and slime, unmoved and
phlegmatic, like their Chinese neighbors.
They must see the grass and the sea, feel
the wind upon the mountains, and picnic
under the cherry blossoms. Fall flowers
and the bronze leaves of the tiuTiing
maples are to be adored.
In Japan travel is easy at any time.
Plenty of hotels open hospitable doors in
the American manner, with good food and
fair service. The native hotels are arranged
to fit little people •— but for that they
would be preferable. The fear of bursting
through their paper partitions, soiling the
clean mats — which are not mats but
springy boxes of rattan, like subway seats
— and wrecking the light furniture, make
them imcomfortable to any being more
than five feet tall and eighteen inches
wide. Besides, bathing in an open tank
fashioned of staves, more like a barrel than
a tub, and with fellow boarders, including
the ladies, is a little bothersome to the
American, who need not be high-minded
to be embarrassed.

D.

'. '=1);. )!
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Caribbean; Nassau, where the holiday spirit
tarries t h e w h o l e y e a r t h r o u g h ; B e r m u d a ,
charming winter rendezvous. Stop over at your
pleasure and continue your journey on the next
round of the S. S. L A P L A N D , popular cruise

HAVANA
NASSAU
BERMUDA
CRUISES

liner. Sailings from New York: January 11 and
2 5 ; February 8 a n d 2 2 ; M a r c h 8. $175 up.

by
Red Star

Line

MEDITERRANEAN
CRUISES

Imagine 46 days of luxurious cruising on a great
ocean liner sailing away to regions steeped
in history and romance—Madeira, Gibraltar,
Algiers, Monte Carlo, Naples, Athens,Constan-

by

tinople, Syracuse! In addition, the Holy Land,

W h i t e S t a r Line

age-old yet ever new and fascinating, and five
days in Egypt, a ribbon of green between two
seas of sand. From NewYork: S.S. LAURENTIC,
January 9; February 2 7 ; S. S. ADRIATIC,January 18;March 8.$695 up FirstClass;$420Tourist Third Cabin; both including shore program.

RED STAR LINE
WHITE STAR LINE
INTERNATIONAL MERCANTILE MARINE

COMPANY
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For full information address No. 1
Broadway, New York; 180 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago; 460 Market St.,
San Francisco; our ofFices elsewhere
or authorized steamship agents.
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GREAT WHITE FLEET

Travel ]¥eir§
YS I N T E R S P O R T S
IIJN-DEB THE royal patronage of the
Swedish Crown Prince, the Northern
Games, the most important European
sports tournaments, will be held next
February eighth to sixteenth in Stockholm. These contests, first organized in
1901 by Sweden's grand old man of
amateur sports, the late General Victor G.
Balck, are scheduled for every fourth
year and to them come the most brilliant
athletes on ice and snow in Europe. Fast
ski nmners, fancy figure skaters (both
men and women), steel-nerved ski jumpers, daring ice yachtsmen — these and
many others will compete for European
and world championships. The games will
be staged partly on the ice of the many
baj^s which surround Stockholm, partly
on the famous Fiskartorpet and Saltsjoebaden ski-jumping courses, both among
the steepest in Europe, and partly in the
Stockholm Stadium, which was originally
oreeted for the Olympic games in 101 2.
.ULrVAESF. MOVERS

Printed pages
point the way
J

UST a sliort sail from New York or New Orleans lie the colorful
lands of tlie Caribbean
lands to which the printed pages of
romance point the way. Havana invites you to revel, Santiago to see
and dream... Kingston and Port Antonio beckon from their Jamaican
palm bower...Cristobal welcomes you to the Panama Canal Zone.
In mountainous Costa Rica; is fascinating old Port Limon; in Colombia, Santa Marta, Puerto Colombia, and legend-haunted Cartagena;
in ancient Guatemala, Puerto Barrios, and Guatemala City; in British
Honduras, Belize; and in orchid-tinted Spanish Honduras, Tela.
Great White Fleet liners leave New York twice weekly and New
Orleans three times weekly. First class passengers only. Cruises, 9 to
24 days, all expenses included—shore motor trips, hotel, and railroad accommodations. Write for booklet to
Passenger Traffic Department

UNITED FRUIT COMPANY
Steamship Service
Room 1627, 17 Battery Place, New York City

CAR! B B EAN
c^via^

GREAT WHITE FIEET

HEAT LINERS are not confined to
the Atlantic service. The Pacific is to have
its share, too, and the San FranciscoHonolulu ship, the Malolo, is to be rivaled
by three large vessels owned and operated
by the N. Y. K. line, which runs between
Japan and the United States. One of the
boats is already finished — the Asavia
Maru, which completed its maiden voyage
when it sailed into the Golden Gate late
this fall. This is the fastest liner on the
South Pacific, averaging a speed of
twenty-one knots an hour and driven liy
motor.
VOtCANO
jlii-AWAiiAN volcanos are housebroken and possess parlor manners.
Instead of fleeing from an eruption the
citizens run toward it — or if they don't
run, they go by boat, motor, and even
airplane. Kilauea is perhaps the only
volcano in the world that knows how to be
emotional without being destructive. The
eruption is comparatively quiet — thovigh
b\' no means uninteresting — and there
is no danger in the lava flow, since it is
well removed from places of habitation.
The last lava outbreak, in July, 1929,
attracted thousands of tourists, who
watched a lake of fire fountains, all confined in the huge firepit of Kilauea's
crater, half a mile in width. Experts
predict — and their prediction is received
with glee — that lava may break out
through one of the volcanic outlets on
Mauna Loa or at Hualalai, a crater that
has been dormant for over one hundred
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VISBY
^ S J A T H I N G a t Sweden's teaches
T I H —fun a n d recreation in a new
clime. There is t h e w a r m ,
s n o w - w h i t e sand a t V i s b y , with
the rose=covered, crumbling walls
and towers of the mediaeval city
as a lovely background. Outside
Stockholm among spruce=clad is=
lands lies Saltsjobaden, with surf=
i n g a n d y a c h t i n g ; gay,fashionable,
modern. O n the western coast,
near G o t h e n b u r g , are the sun=
baked rocks of Saro, Sweden's ten=
nis center; Lysekil a n d M a r s t r a n d ,
whose salty, health=giving waters
arc d o t t e d with gleaming pleasure
craft. In the south is the wide,
cosmopolitan beach of smart Fal=
sterbo, summer p l a y g r o u n d of the
sophisticates; and Bastad, charm=
ing and elegant, with its famous
golf course a n d tennis courts. The
coast abounds in rustic and pic=
turesque fishing hamlets a n d art=>
ists' colonies for those who desire
•''the simple life.''

STOCKHOLM EXPOSITION
May=September, 1930
' M o r e B e a u t i f u l T h i n g s for
Every-Day U s e . " Sweden's loveliest creations in glass, china,
pewter, silver, textiles a n d wood.

A
P
A

SWEDISH STATE RAILWAYS
551 Fifth Avenue

J

Nif)|5on is symDolizea in

Kink aku-ji.

1 oday, just as in t h e o i x t e e n t n C e n t u r y , tliis
Cjold f avilion

Is an object oi adoration by

a f)eofile t o w h o m t n e love oi beauty is a sacred
and n o l y t n i n j .
S o it is in all Jajian. i ne same undercurrent oi e m o t i o n
lends an uniorgettable tenderness t o t n e I v a b u k i D r a m a : t o
t n e dainty i ea C e r e m o n y ; t o t n e Classical

No

dance

and t h e countless rituals ol a line culture develofied t h r o u g h
thirty centuries oi e m o t i o n a l exjjression. i he same sjjirit is

Eisht days direct from New Yori
By the Swedish American
Line.
From London or PSLTIS by convene
ient boat or train service—ten hours
by air. Throiish trains from Berlin
and Hamburg.
Booklet free from
a n y travel
bureau
or
write

Travel Information Bureau

;HE sjjiritoi

Dept. F

New York City

b e h i n d t h e c o u r t e s y tkat attends every 8te|) oi y o u r visit t o
aeiigntiul Jaf)an—-tne w o r i a s greatest vacation land.
1 land in h a n d w i t a t n e s e evidences oi aestnetic ^ r o w t n

N

are t h e luxuries ol today, p l o d e r n railroads and m o t o r s , and
great h o t e l s w i t h ail O c c i d e n t a l conveniences are at y o u r
call as well as t h e linest lacllities lor §oli, tennis, and t h e
o t h e r smart sf^orts oi t h e m o m e n t .
The tvonderhnds of ]apan, Korea,
MdnchuriaandChinaarsreiichedfrom
the United States and Canada by the
Tiippon Tusen Kaisha, Osa\a ShoscnKdisha, [he Dollar Steamship Line, the
American Mail Line and Canadian
Pacif.c. Full information will befurw
ishedhy any of these Lines, any tourist
agency, or by ths Japan Tourist Bureau.

JAPAN
TOURIST
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BUREAU

c/o Japanese Gov't Railways,
One Madison Ave., N. Y. G.
c/o Nippon Yusen Kaisha,
545 Fifth A v e , N . Y . C .
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OUR ROSTRUM
^ / • ^ > ,

W h a t the Well-read
Man Will T h i n k

Living History
in Scotland
In the land of Bonnie Prince Charlie
and the bold Jacobites . . . of fascinating Mary Queen of Scots . . . of
Rob Roy and Roderick Dhu . . .
history and romance come to life.
Scotland is more beautiful and for
English - speaking people more
romantic than any country in
Europe.
Mate your way first to Euston
Station in London and plan your
trip to Scotland by means of Circular
Tours over the London Midland and
Scottish Railway. All that is romantic and beautiful in Scotland lies on
the L M S Line.

L M S
LONDON MIDLAND AND SCOTTISH RL7.
OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Illustrated pamphlets from T. R. Dester
(Dep.A-36}, London Midland & Scottish
Railway of Great Britain, 200 Fifth
Avenue, New York, Or from any LM S
Ticket Agent.

To the Editor:
I am interested and amused by the
article in the November FORUM written
by savants Blanton and Riley — "Shellshocks of Family Life." This, I assume,
is the fall showing of the latest sun-back
styles in psychology. Feminism, 1929
model, like the latest silhouette, seems to
be predominantly the creation of male
designers.
We read that the ancient and universal
patriarchal family, founded on "male
dominance," is to be replaced in a few
short generations by a new type of relationship between men and women. Isn't
it about time to inject a little realism into
such discussions? And to study the past
a little more seriously, if it is to be contrasted effectively with the present day?
The sexes have their fundamental differences, but "male dominance" is a recent
myth started by feminists of both sexes
suffering from complexes of other origins.
My mother — and probably yours — of
Victorianism all compact, did not vote,
did not put in any days at the ofBce, but
she steered the ship.
HAROLD W . DORN

South Miama, Fla.

liet the Soil iSpeak
To the Editor:
Representatives from many walks of
life are listed among your contributors,
yet in that goodly company there is one
face missing. Surely a magazine of such
national thought should have a word for
agriculture. Has the agriculturist been so
busy with the plow, the cow, and the sow
that he could not speak for himself, or is
he not competent to do so? Is it always
wise for the farmer to mind his pork, and
permit the politicians to mind his politics,
as the editor of one of our largest "dailies" recommends?
Agriculture's cry of distress is almost
a howl of comedy through misrepresentations that leave the city p>ublic under
wrong impressions. I t is the man and the

woman who have hopefully struggled
along the past seven years and now see
that hope fading, their homes slipping
away, their boys and girls rushing to the
cities, anywhere to get away from farming, who can tell you the true situation in
a way that will make you realize that
"farm relief" means more than just a
catchy phrase.
Go to the home of this problem if you
would solve it. Let us hope for the day
when agriculturists will be listed as contributors to all our thinking magazines.
M R S . J. C. BROWN

Wahasha, Minn.

Another W h o Oid
To the Editor:
Why does not some magazine come out
and print the facts instead of all this
pussyfooting? Let me give you a few lines
on what it really means to marry a Roman
Catholic. I know my stuff, as I have married one. There is nothing personal at all
in my statements, as I regard my wife as
the best that can be had in every way.
However, some of the conditions surrounding the Catholic Church are obnoxious to me.
Your Catholic writer says that "one
does not have to sign the papers which are
necessary before a Protestant can marry a
Catholic, as he has three weeks to think it
over." This is true, but when a young man
is in love with a Catholic girl he is so intent
on marrying her that he will sign anything
without really knowing what it all means.
They do not care whether the man joins
the church, but insist that he sign a paper
forcing his children to become Catholics.
What a condition! The child has to be a
Catholic whether he wants to or not; he is
not allowed to think for himself at all.
If you don't sign the papers you cannot
marry the girl. A priest can wreck two
lives by his own hand. I am told that unless my children are members of the
Catholic Church they are bastards. When
the child comes, priests are right on the
job to get him baptised. Then he must be
confirmed, and then come an avalanche of
sisters to see that he does not go to public
schools. Money is demanded for every
little favor; blessings, etc. are all costly.
The wife hates to tell her husband that
the church wants more money, so she is
obliged to "hold out" from her allowance.
In my own block there are three children whose father is poor. Yet they each
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ALL EXPENSE CRUISES TO THE

WEST INDIES
and CARIBBEAN
by the splendid oil-bumingturbinesister-ships

" VOLENDAM" and " VEENDAM"
Sailing from New York
18 DAYS—January 2 5 t h
Visiting: NASSAU — HAVANA — KINGSTON —

COLON (Panama Canal) SAN JUAN (Porto Rico).

2 9 DAYS—February l l t h
Visiting;

NASSAU—HAVANA—SANTIAGO—

KINGSTON—COLON—CARTAGENA—CURACAO
— LAGUAYRA — TRINIDAD — BARBADOS —
MARTINIQUE — ST. THOMAS-—SAN JUAN —
BERMUDA.

spend seventy-five cents a day and more
for carfare, lunches, etc. to go six miles to a
Catholic school, when the finest public
school in the country is three blocks away.
These children are short of clothes and
underfed.
I have hopes that some day the American Catholics will throw off the yoke of
Italian Church government and open
business in this country. Then American
Catholics will be more liberal in their
views and something may be accomplished.
R. E.

FOSTER

Fjvanston, III.

rtRepenth o
eisure

m
X

I
VJ

There's nothing to repent,

Z

except perhaps the frenz-

17 DAYS—February XSth

UJ

Visiting: PORT-AU-PRINCE—KINGSTON—COLON

=)

(Panama Canai)—HAVANA—NASSAU.

o

ied rush of modern life, as

"O

m

you relax into the reassur-

(/)

17 a n d 1 8 d a y c r u i s e s $Z30 u p .
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18 D A Y S — M A R C H 15th
Visiting; NASSAU, HAVANA, GOLON,SAN JUAN,
(PortoRico) .BERMUDA.

14 D A Y S - A P R I L 9 t h
(Easterin Bermuda)

18 day cruise SSOO up
14 day cruise S180 up
Shore Excursions optional
Y o u r steamer is your hotel
throughout^
Shore arrangements and special cruise features
by the Frank Tourist Co.
' •
Illustrated hoolikt *'3",iyitliftin details,
sent on reijuest.

HOLLAND - AMERICA
LINE
21-14 S t a t e S t r e e t , N e w Y o r k
Branch Offices and Agents in allprincipal Cities
and FRANK T O U R I S T C O . ,
542 Fifth Avenue, Hew Tor([
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To the Editor:
You seem to have presented some
mighty fine family reading here lately.
Pour of the writers of your November
number — Watson, Durant, Darrow, and
Dreiser — are all avowed atheists and
disbelievers in religion. Has T H E FORUM
become a propagandist? Are you aware
that at least ninety per cent of the reading
public profess, or at least believe in, some
sort of religion? How many will stand for
your apparent lining up on the opposite
side?

lEMPLE^TOURS
mCOAPO RATED

BUILDING

BOSTON, MASS.

A SUBSCRIBER who takes

ALL ARRANGEMENTS THROUGH

AMEROP TRAVEL SERVICE
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET NO. r l 0 4

4 0 0 MADISON AVE., NEW YORK CITY
132 N. LA SALLE STR., CHICAGO
0 2 7 UNION TRUST BUILDING, CLEVELAND
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To the Editor:
I have followed all your religious
controversies down to the articles on the
Church of Rome versus American citizenship, and on mixed marriages. If I may so
express myself, I am beginning to be "fed
u p " on them. They lead nowhere, and
tend to keep an unhappy issue before the
public. I am writing to beg you to stop
these debates, which only have a tendency
to inflame the minds of the public, because
they incite other controversies less interesting, less enlightening, less honest,
and less brotherly than those that appear
in T H E FORUM.

EGYPT - PALESTINE
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To the Editor:
^Vhy is it that when you print matter
by a Theist you procure the most promi-
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EIJC€PE'$
SH C P
WINDOW
Europe's shop w i n d o w in 1930 is
the great International Maritime,
Colonial, Transport and Flemish
Art Exhibition to be held at
Antwerp, the historical Belgian
city, and one of the largest and
most modern ports in Europe.
The Exhibition, w h i c h will be
open from April to October of
this year, is being supported by,
the Belgian, British and French
governments. G e t booklets from
Borland, 205 East 42nd Street,
N e w York City, or any travel
bureau.

nent man in the field; but ^yllen anj' side of not an amendment, within the meaning of
Atheism is presented it is usually by some the constitutional provision, inasmuch as
insignificant person who has not been it is not pertinent or relevant to anything
espeeially associated with Atheism.'
found in the original Constitution.' In
JOHN J. KELLY, J R .
other words, is it merely a rider, as irreleSt. Paul, Minn.
vant additions of this kind are called in
Congress, and therefore invalid because
not an amendment within the meaning of
C h u r c h a n d State
the constitutional provision?

To the Editor;
I was much interested and impressed by
Dr. Robert A. Millikan's article "What I
Believe" in the October FORU.M. That the
Doctor is a keener observer in thefieldsof
pure science and metaphysics than in
political science, is quite apparent. Speaking of religion and politics, he refers to
them as " A pair that all of us will agree
ought never to have been mated. Where
they have been mated, they ought to be
divorced with the same celerity that
characterizes proceedings at Reno. Fortunately thu prohlem does 7iof exist for us
April
October in the United States."
Evidently the eminent Doctor has forgotten the late presidential campaign,
or condones it. He has overlooked the disclosures of the inimitable Mrs. Mabel
Willebrandt, who affirms that her appeal
to and enlistment of the Methodist
pastors of Ohio on the side of the G.O.P.
was in response to an express order of Mr.
Francis Burke, personal legal adviser and
political strategist of candidate Hoover.
The Doctor ignores the famous ecclesiastical huddle: Straton, Cannon, DuBose,
and Wilson, and its manifold activities in
the late contest. He is oblivious to Bishop
Cannon's holy crusade now being waged
in Virginia to preserve Protestant suSee
England, BeIgiuai,Holta[id,Fraiice,C!crmaDY,Switzertaiifl,
CorKJucted
Tours ALL EXPENSES|l(50.premacy in the Democratic party.
. $ 4 5 0 (including Passion Play a t O b e r a m m e r g a u ) . O t h e r t o u n
J $350 to $750. C a n a d i a a Pacific Steamships via St.Lawrence
All of these politico-clerical activities
V n i ^ S e a ' V V a v . M o t o n n g , hotels, meals, sightseeing, all included.
iiP^^
THE TRAVEL GUILD, Depl.'374, ISO N. MlehlQan Ave.
gg^AJkifc.
Chlcnno, HI. AJU fm BooMtt "fi-10"
transpired in the United States under the
verv nose of the good Doctor.
Write todayfa FREE BOOKLET

ANTWERP BWIBmON

EUROPE,

W. GREIO

lUITLH
ANEIROCAN
CHl/ISE TOUR.
DAyS~«975.uP
First Class t h r o u g h o u t . Visiti n g Barbados, R i o d e j a n e i r o ,
Santos, M o n t e v i d e o , Buenos

Aires, Trinidad.

By S.S.VOLTAIRE
f r o m N e w York J a n . 18,1930. Returning
t o N e w Y o r k M c r c h 19.
Rate

includes

liotels a n d conducted

Watts, Olda.

Our IHi§talte
To the Editor:
In your October issue, in j'our note on
Professor Walter B. Pitkin, yon used the
following sentence: "Simon and Schuster
will publish TJw Psychology of Happiness,
and McGraw-Hill The Art of Rapid
Thinlcing. Please note that the proper
title of the Pitkin book is The Art of Rapid
Reading.
MfCrRAW-nn.T, B O O K C O I I P A X Y

sight-

A. F . DUBAKD

Chicago, Til.

Drei§er's C r e d o
To the Editor:
I want to register with j^ou my hearty
protest against such dribble as this
lengthy article by one Theodore Dreiser
in this otherwise commendable series on
""\^Tiat I Believe." I maintain that such
an article should have no place in your
fine publication, not because of its lack of
orthodoxy, but because of its pathetic
inanity. I believe you have been unfaithful in your task as an editor to let such an
outburst clutter up so much valuable
space in THE FORTOI, and especially in a
series which is meant to be so helpful,
enlightening, and possibly constructive.
REV. GEORGE L . FITZGERALD

Greenville, R. I.
To the Editor:
The article by Theodore Dreiser on
"What I Believe" in T H E FORUM for
November is admirably thought out and
most dignified in the presentation of a
subject difficult to deal with.
M R S . CHARLES CORNWELL

Scarsdale, N. Y.

Some l i i k e I t
TO the Editor:
Somebody on T H E FORUM is doing
splendid work in the selection of material.
I find each issue immensely interesting,
which is not the case with most of the
other periodicals in its class.
GARDNER COWLES, J R .

Des Moines, Iowa
To the Editor:
Enthusiastic thanks for giving us
FORUM readers the fine short story " D e
Amicitia" by Richard Sherman [November FORUM]. I t rings true on the inner ear.
I am going to look forward to " A Second
Short Story" by Mr. Sherman.

s e e i n g ashore.
Apply

to your local agent

PAUL H . STORM
or,

LAMPORT & HOLT LINE
26 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

^^•t'i;
Foremost Student Tours
Nearly 4000 satisfledmembers 1111929

DAYS

1t9S

250 All Expense Tours

ISmall groups, 1st class hotels, more
"motor travel. Visit tlie Passion Play
011930. Senator tootkt.
COLLEGE TRAVEL CLUB

Is t h e Eig^hteenth
an Amendment I
To the Editor:
Fabian Franldin, in his article " T h e
Fallacies of Prohibition" in the October
FORUM, touches on one aspect of the situation that I have been curious about for
some time, which is this: Has any attack
ever been made on the Eighteenth Amendment on the ground and theory that it is

Minneapolis,

Minn.

To the Editor:
In your October issue "Whither America," by Walter B . Pitkin, is one of the
very best articles I have read for many,
many months. In it Mr. Pitkin states so
many truths tersely that it almost convinces one that he is willing to drop the
past and start from the present and go
forward. Not manv writers of Mr. Pit-

I S i BOTLsion S I . BOSION, MASS.

••••••^•^•••••••Bl
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kin's ability come to my attention. His
logic and Ms ability to state facts place
him in an enviable position. Those who
are able to write so well often are "retained" and write to cover rather than to
expose facts.

JMlOXl-SlCinQ
A
O

**Quaranteed for
Five Years —
Qood for many
More"

l ^ E W ILINBE

W . H . KiRKPATRICK

Bradantomi, Fla.

0)BF

To the Editor:
T H E FORUXI is refreshingly different.
Thank you for having induced me to subscribe to this stimulating magazine of the
hour.

' y o u have never before seen trunks
like these new "Neverbreak"
models. Created by master trunk d c
signers, they estabHsh new standards
for convenience and heauty.
Back of the numerous refinements
and the fastidious interior and ex'
terior finish which characterize these
trunks is the rock'ribbed durabiHty
attained only by the use of selected
materials, rcenforced construction
and conscientious craftsmanship.

FRED LEON

Detroit, Mich.

SoU by hading department and lumage stores

Styles to suit all tastes
Prices to suit all purses

Some D o IVot
To the Editor:
I have read the Socratic dialogue pertaining to the question: " I s Man a
Machine?" I am sorry to confess that I
consider this dialogue far inferior to its
pattern recorded by old Plato. Indeed, I
think that it is an insult to your readers'
intelligence. Dr. Dxirant uses biological
arguments without having had the proper
training in biology. I do not say that his
attempt to justify vitalism is not apt, but
I do say that his arguments lacked
vitality.
MARGARET MONAHAN

New York City
To the Editor:
The change in editorial policy, which
came a few months ago, has lessened my
interest in the magazine. The greater part
of its space these days seems to be given
to controversial discussion of religion or
of prohibition. Is there anything on either
subject that has not been said before to
the point of infinite boredom.'
CLARA VAN SANT

Tacoma, Wash.
To the Editor:
I have asked the New England News
Company, through whom we receive our
magazines, to cancel our two subscriptions to T H E FORTJM. This decision has
been reached after due consideration. For
some months past, I personally, and our
patrons as well, have been disgusted with
your choice of articles and the treatment
of them by your chosen writers. You are
quite free, of course, in following the, policy that seems to bring you the best financial returns; we are equally free in the
expenditure of our magazine money.

all over the world.

Loo\ for the ">[EV£R-

BRE AK" trade'mar\ and the neio coat of arms.
llU^strated boolilet on request.

NEVERBREAK TRUNK CO., INC.
171 Madison Ave.
New York City

MEVERBBIEAK
EAQ4.M
irunKS
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1929 FORUM INDEX
N O W AVAILABLE
FOR BOUND COPIES
The complete FORUM index for volumes 8i and 82
is now available, free of charge to subscribers.
The index is separated into two six months periods
for the year, January to June, and July to December, inclusive.
In other words, you may now have your FORUM
copies for the year conveniently bound in a twovolume set, complete with a convenient index by
title, author, and subject. The cost of binding is:
$3.00 per volume of six issues in buckram (any
standard color); half-leather, I5.00 per volume;
full leather, |io.oo per volume.

Copies should be sent postpaid to:
Circulation Department,
FORUM,
441 Lexington AvenUe, New York, N. Y.

R E V . WILLTAJI M. STINSOX, S.J.

Boston College
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Anything to
Help the Small
Investor!!
X HAT headline expresses
PRUDENCE poliqf...and it's
more than a headline I
Under our Partial Payment
Plan |10 or moremonthly applied to the purchase of a
Guaranteed 5Ji96 PRUDENCEBOND earns the same rate of
interest as the BOND itself.
It's a high rate of interest for
|10 bills, and is designed to
stimulate thrift among those
who have only limited sums
to set aside.
Anything to Help the Small
Investor!

The F i n a n c i a l Crii§i§

by DOIVALD REA HAWlSOIV

Offices Open Mondays Until 9 P. lU.

me PRUDENCE
COMPANY, Inc.
Under SupervMon of N, Y. State BanMnB Dept,

331 Madison Ave., at 43rd St.,N.Y.
162 R e m s e n St., B r o o k l y n , N . Y.
161-10 Jamaica Ave., Jamaica, N . Y .
— _ _ — M A I L FOR BOOKLET—

_ _ _
F . M . 1469

NameAddress? 1929. P. Co.. Ino.

Let\bur Home Phnti nq
Problems be
§oived by
Qreetfs ^j.Mi'ihi
L indscape ArchiteetsThey are experts with thorough knowledge of plant
life. They know blooming periods and the correct
effects obtained by proper combinations of varieties. Why not let them design the plantings of your
entire groiuids? Details explained in
Green's new 64-page catalog
It's distinctively different — illustrated in Nature's
own colors. Many new varieties "Approved by
Green's." Write for this free catalog today.
GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY
12 Green Street
Rochester, N. Y.

Nation-tvidc

Diversijication—

Cities S e r v i c e
Gommon Stocl<
An investment in Cities Service Company Common stock is an investment
in an organization serving more than
4j000 communities with essentials of
modern life—electric light and power,
natural and manufactured gas* and petroleum,. Add to this protective feature
of diversification a yield of over 6 per
cent in cash and stock and you have a
security to huy and hold.
Write for full information to

H e n r y I^. O o l i e r t y & € o .
e o liVall s t r e e t , lITew Y o r U C i t y

Jcoi
OR MORE than two years it has
been evident that most people have been
handhng their investment funds on the
theory that the first principle of an investment policy is to make money. This
theory has received a rude jolt in the past
few months and there are now indications
that the old theory that underlay most
sound investment policies is coming to the
front once more, namely, that the first
principle of investment should be to secure
the safety of the principal amount at risk.
The policy of investing a portion of one's
funds in sound bonds has certainly been
vindicated.
Such a violent reaction as that which
occurred recently in the stock market
need not have been a particularly great
surprise to anybody, certainly not to
anybody who has passed through one or
more financial crises in the past two or
three decades. I t was by no means unpredicted; but this year, as has usually
been the case in the past, these predictions
were set down as the utterances of pessimists or the forebodings of dyspeptics.
However, those who gave due weight to
the prominence of the authorities who
have allowed themselves to be quoted
from time to time, and who acted accordingly, have nothing to regret.
As long ago as last March Paul M.
Warburg, formerly a partner in Kuhn,
Loeb & Co., and one of the original members of the Federal Reserve Board, said:
" I n aeronautics the public is generally
inclined to look upon the art of rising
into the air as the sole accomplishment.
The layman is apt to overlook the fact
that the mastery of the art of descending
is of equal, if not greater importance.
If a stock exchange debauch is quickly
arrested by prompt and determined
action it is not too much to hope that a
shrinkage of inflated values may be
brought about without seriously affecting
the wider circle of general business. If
orgies of unrestrained speculation are
permitted to spread too far, however, the
ultimate collapse is certain to aflfect not
only the speculators themselves, but also
bring about a depression involving the
entire country."

Not long afterward Secretary of the
Treasury Mellon uttered his now memorable remark: "For prudent investment,
now is the time to buy bonds." Those who
looked beyond the direct statement could
and did interpret this as merely another
way of saying that stock prices were too
high.
These statements were not made for
the wanton purpose of destroying confidence. They simply showed an intelligent
appreciation of the possibility that unrestrained speculation might ultimately
injure business. The now famous warnings
issued by the Federal Reserve Board in
February were directed to the end of
getting the banks to place their houses
in order, realizing that funds that corporations, individuals, and others were lending
in the call money market would doubtless
prove unstable in an emergency, that their
withdrawal would create demands upon
banks which must be met to prevent a
panic. In this respect the Federal Reserve
Board has been vindicated. In one week of
drastic stock market liquidation last
October $1,300,000,000 of this nonbanking money in the call money market
was withdrawn and the New York banks
were obliged to plunge approximately
$1,000,000,000 into the call loan market
to make up this loss. Had they not been in
splendid shape to do so, the slump last
October might have reached the proportions of a first class panic.
F E W E R EITXURIES
A T THE LAST annual meeting of the
stockholders of the Chase National Bank
of New York, Albert H. Wiggin, chairman
of the board of this billion dollar institution, called attention to the tendency of
the American people to sell their capital
assets at a profit and to treat the profit as
income. "Fortunately," said Mr. Wiggin,
"they have recapitalized by investment a
part of the profit, but not all has been
recapitalized. A substantial part has been
spent upon current consumption, partly
luxury consumption, and the volume of
the consumer demand has been increased
thereby."
Mr. Wiggin laid the greatest stress upon
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^^But today he is building a reserve
of sound securities
•>!>

President of the State Bank of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, tells a very human
story of a young man who tried the dangerous road
of speculation . . . and then found a better way

LEO

LEO

T . CROWLEY,

T . CROWLEY, President of the

State Bank of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wisconsin, takes a prominent part in
the business and civic development oj
Madison. Before becoming President of
the State Bank of Wisconsin, Mr.
Crowley served as a director.

^\3y^
ESTABLISHED 1 8 8 2

"MR. B . . . was full of enthusiasm
when he came tome,"said Mr. Crowley.
"He had an opportunity to buy a
considerable interest in a local merchandising corporation: To pay for his
shares in the new venture, he wanted
to sell a conservative bank stock.
"I was surprised. I knew that he
had inherited a comfortable estate
some years before, and he was supposed to be doing well in business.
" 'You ought to hold on to this
bank stock, Bob,' I advised him.
'Haven't you got something else you
could close out? How about your
stock in that X . . . firm?'
"His face clouded. Hesitatingly he
confessed that the firm in question
had suffered great reverses. It was
doubtful whether he could recover
half his investment.
"Then he went on to sketch an amaz'
ing story of small misfortunes. A whole
series of doubtful investments in which
he had risked 'just a little' each time.
" 'This bank stock is all I've got
left that's saleable. I've got to use it
to come back,' he said desperately.
"I was unable to change his purpose. He went into the new corporation, and lost the remnant
of his inheritance when the
business failed for lack of
capital.
"I have seen many others
make the same mistake as
Mr. B . . . Indeed, I have come
to feel that adhering to a plan
is the most important rule in
conservative investment.

"He sketched a whole series of doubtful investments in which he had
risked 'just a little^ each time,"

"Incidentally, Mr. B . . . has learned
his lesson. Today he saves a definite
part of every salary check, and he is
gradually building a reserve of sound
securities, according to a plan of investment we worked out together."
The average investor, in planning a competence for himself, should consult a
banker, or a high grade investment house
before he buys. Here he will learn how
much he can reasonably expect to get, in
income, without jeopardizing safety. He
will learn how the principle of diversification establishes another fundamental safeguard for his money. Here, too, the average investor can expect an understanding
and intelligent diagnosis of his own individual needs.
In all sections of the country, in widely
differing types of communities, bankers
know Straus bonds. Year in and year out,
these bankers choose from the offerings of
S. W. Straus & Co. for recommendation to
their customers and for their own investment needs. In the bonds S. W. Straus &
Co. offers is every type of seasoned
security—-railroad, municipal, real estate,
public utility, and foreign bonds.

Send for

S. W. STRAUS & Co.

STRAUS BUILDINGS .. .In New York, 565 Fifth Ave., In Chicago, Michigan Ave. at Jackson Blvd.,

this booklet ^-

As a help to all who are interested
in studying the principles of
sound investment, S. W. Straus
& Co. has prepared an interesting,
easy-to-understand booklet, "How
to Invest Money." Every person
seriously concerned in safeguarding
his future should own a copy of
this booklet. It Will be sent without
charge. Write for booklet A-I103.

INCORPORATED

In San Francisco, 79 Post St.

Gentlemen: Please send me, without obligation.a copy of Booklet A-1103, "How tolnvest Money."! am considering investing^
Name
Address^

City_
) igig.byS.W.Straus&Co.
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PHILADELPHIA

Five Nassau Street
New York

INVESTMENT SECURITIES

the relation between swollen profits luul
taxation, indicating that the Government
was relying upon a species of non-recurrent income based upon the indefinite
continuance of a rising stock market, for
its revenue. But he did not ignore the
possible effect upon the purchasing power
of the people. It was clear that when
people were using stock market profits as
income they were obviously living upon
their capital, and this was neither swelling
the capital fund of the country, which
went to support the level of security prices
then current, nor was it creating a particularly desirable business situation.
At the start of the New Year this is a
problem that is receiving the serious
attention of business men. The sweeping
liquidation in the stock market in recent
months has deprived business of one
source of purchasing power of the American public upon which it has relied to a
considerable degree for sustaining the
volume of industrial production in this
country. Unless the stock market reverses
its recent trend and advances once more
it is more than unlikely that industrial
production in 1930 can be maintained at
anything like the rate that was mamtained in 1929. Where stock market losses
have been sustained luxury purchases are
almost certain to be curtailed. Where
standards of living have been forced to a
lower scale by the stock rriarket reaction
even purchases that were regarded as
necessities are likely to be affected to
some extent.

MEMBERS

New York Stock Exchange
Philadelphia Stock Exchange

M.onthly investment list
sent upon request

BALTIMORE, MD.
WILKES-BARRE, PA.
YORK, PA.
JOHNSTOWN, PA.
NEWARK,

PITTSBURGH, PA. SCRANTON, PA.
HARRISBURG, PA. WILLIAMSPORT, PA.
ELMIRA, N. Y.
ALTOONA, PA.
DOVER, DEL.
CHAMBERSBURG, PA.
N. J.
ALLENTOWN, PA.

rillJXOS M I O H T BJE >VOBSE
iJjiUT WHEN this is said the biggest
factor that is essentially new in the business situation has been exposed and the
worst is known. In every other respect the
background of business at the start of
the New Year is favorable and conditions
are not at all comparable to those obtaining after stock market debacles of other
decades. In 1919 the break in the stock
market was Wall Street's reaction to an
unsound business situation. There was
labor unrest. Transportation facilities
were so utterly inadequate, due to the
run-down physical condition of the railroads under the period of Governmental
control, that the country's business could
not be served. The congestion of freight
cars resulted in a shortage of commodities
at consuming points with the perfectly
logical result that prices went soaring.
High prices stimulated producers to
greater efforts, but a glut of raw and
finished materials accumulated at producing points. These conditions resulted
in an abnormal expansion in bank credit:
at producing points for carrying goods
ready for shipment, but which could not
be delivered, and at consuming points for
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H E big parade of American industry is turning into Main Street.

T h e American consumer has rerouted
the march by demanding style and
individuality in the things he buys. His
more exacting demands have caused
changes within the factory. Mechanical monsters, built to turn
out an endless stream of identical articles, are replaced with lines
of simpler machines. Each machine is a specialist. Any one may
be junked without affecting the usefulness of the others.
it is a logical next step when the huge central plant is supplemented by smaller plants, each located where it can best do its part
of the whole task, or when the parts of the job are bought from
specialized factories instead of being manufactured in a single huge
establishment. Such an industrial set-up, instantly responsive to
market changes, is in tune with the demands of today.
Producing in smaller units, business has an ever wider choice
of locations. It can grasp the opportunity to get nearer to its raw
materials or its choicest markets, or where workers' welfare will
be best served, or where land is cheaper, or taxation more reasonable. Electrical energy being available anywhere, business has
complete freedom to choose the sites which best meet its needs.
For the small community, this is a happy combination of
opportunity and preparation. Industry under the new conditions looks to Main Street for more economical locations. Main
Street is ready for industry because Main Street is electrified.
Widespread electric transmission systems have placed the small
town on an equal plane with the big city in power supply and in
industrial opportunity.
T

T

T

f

Provision of power supply to small communities on a scale equivalent
to the service available in the great metropolitan centers is the achievement and responsibility of the Middle West Utilities System, a group
of electric companies furnishing service to more than four thousand
communities located in twenty-nine states.

M I D D L E W E S T U T I L I T I E S COMPANY
The strategic position of the small town in cAmerican industrial derelopme,.t is
fully discussed in the booklet, "a^merica's 1 ^ Frontier," which the Middle IVest
Utilities Company (20 North backer Drive, Chicago, Illinois) will send upon request.
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I>owiit©^n
How to Figure the investment

values

behind the securities of the American Water Works and Electric Company

carrying goods in an inflated market.
Naturally the first sign of chill in the
stock market and the first indication that
confidence was waning brought an utter
rout of commodity prices. Sugar tumbled
from above 20 cents to below 2 cents,
wheat from around three dollars a bushel
to less than a dollar.
P R O M P T REVIVAL, L I K E L V

Take this Increase
in Gross Earnings
One of the first measuring rods to apply
to the values behind the securities of a
company is a comparison of gross earnings over a period of years, for these figures, above all others, reflect growth.
This consistent and steady rise in the
earnings of the American Water Works
and Electric Company also helps to measure the growth in population and the increasing use of electric power, water, and
transportation in the territories served.

AMERICAN
WATER WORKS AND ELECTRIC COMPANY
INCORPORATED

50 Broad Street, New York

Send for Booklet " A Statement oi
Capitalization, Earnings and Dividends/'® 1929

CyoNTRAST that with the situation
now. There is no labor unrest. The transportation facilities of the railroads were
never more efficient than they are now.
Commodity prices are stabilized within
a narrow range, so far as essential raw
materials are concerned. We have over
half of the world's gold supply and commercial loans of the banks are not inflated.
Most of the strongest industries have
taken advantage of the great rise in the
security markets to sell capital stock and
to increase their cash reserves. Many of
them have not been borrowers at the
banks for several years. The experience
of 1919 taught business men a lesson with
respect to inventory control which has
never been forgotten. I t has led to a new
technique in many cases whereby production is maintained as closely as possible at the actual rate of consumption,
thereby preventing goods from accumulating in producers' hands and inventories
from becoming too greatly expanded.
The Federal Reserve System assures
banks of a reasonable supply of credit for
all legitimate business enterprises, even
if it is not available for stock market
purposes.
Practically the only really unsound
factor in American business during the
past year was the carnival of speculation
in securities, not onlj' on the New York
Stock Exchangeand the New York Curb,
but in the score or more of exchanges in
other cities of this country. The puncture
in the bubble has not destroyed real
values, as represented in such assets as
our factories, mines, mills, fields, and seas.
Admitting that stock market profits were
a factor in sustaining the purchasing
power of the American people in 1929,
particularly of luxury goods, the loss of
that portion of our total purchasing power
need not and probably will not produce a
serious business reaction.
Except that it involved more money
and is on a larger scale, the comparison
between the collapse of the stock market
in the autumn of this year can best be
made with the collapse of the Florida land
boom, a contraction which was absorbed
without a financial crisis or a commercial
depression. Unlike the situation in 1919,
when a reduction in purchasing power
caused inventories to accumulate, bank
loans to become frozen, and industry to
become paralyzed, the drop in the stock
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market price level this year probably will
be localized and limited largely to a
moderate contraction in sales. With no
other visible elements of credit or commercial distress it is entirely reasonable to
assume that business activity will revive
in comparatively short order, and that it
will not be at all comparable to the
severity and the duration of the 1919-21
recession.
TIIJG " N E W

ERA,"

i N THE counsE of the bull market
ill slocks last year much was heard about
the new era in business; and since the
collapse in stock market prices much has
also been heard in derision of the new era.
A good deal of the derision springs from a
misunderstanding of just what was included in the term. If by "new era" we
mean the dozen or more radical innovations in business policy, the tendency that
is typical of America to adopt new methods and to strive perennially for higher
standards of living, there is no question
about this being a new era.
When Henry Ford put the five dollar a
day minimum wage into effect in his
factories he scrapped an old theory that
labor costs should be pared down to enlarge profits. Five or six years ago Eugene
Grace, president of the Bethlehem Steel
Corporation, elaborated this theory, holding that high wages were a necessary
concomitant of prosperity. Then the late
Judge Gary gave the idea momentum by
shortening the steel workers' day to eight
hours without a proportionate reduction
in wage scales. Then came Henry Ford
with another radical suggestion. The
working man needed more leisure. Having
leisure he would have time to spend
money. Spending money would help one
business or another, tend to swell the
cumulative purchasing power, and thereby aid prosperity.
This is but one manifestation of the
new era. Not many years ago high commodity prices were thought essential to
the maintenance of prosperity. To-day
reasonable prices and sustained purchasing power are deemed more essential.
Less than five years ago the installment
purchasing plan was being condemned
as unsound finance. We now recognize the
immense value of installment finance to
prosperity in general and to the automobile industry in particular. In these
and many other ways the new era has
been developing in industry.
But those who maintained that a new
era was dawning in finance, an era when
business cycles would disappear entirely,
when good common stocks could be
purchased as investments for appreciation without due stress upon the risk
of depreciation, probably will have to
modify their views in the light of the
chastening administered in the security
markets lately. In welcoming the new
era prudent investors will not ignore the
past.

Adherence to
Fundamental
Principles
STEADFAST

adherence to

certain fundamental principles, despite
changes

in

recurrent

the

banking

vogue, has guided the policies of this bank for 145
years.
Our ideal has been to make
the Bank of New York &
Trust Company large enough
to offer complete

banking

facilities and yet keep it so
individual that personal attention could be devoted to
all details of its commercial
and trust business.

Panfe of ilciu iorfe & tKrugt Co.
CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS $20,000,000

48 WALL STREET, NEW YORK
Uptoivn Office
Madison Avenue at 63rd Street

NEtr YORK
CLEARING HOUSE
MEMBERSHIP
NUMBER ONE

*
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Mui^estineni

MJ^COIiN
Mn ihe CartooHs

Jjii€M*i§iMre

of Mis Omu JMi§§0

N

o w comes an amazing new life of Lincoln; as different from
the usual biographies as night is from day. Read it, and
you will say that it is the most unusual history of a man's career
that you ever read. You will feel yourself swept along in the
tumultuous current of Lincoln's activities. You will actually
imagine yourself alive during the momentous years while Lincoln
was battling his persistent path to Presidential power.

All I l l u s t r a t e d Biog^Fapliy b y ]>r. A l b e r t Slia^v
2 JLARGE \ O J L U : n E S

5 6 8 pai^es

Volume I

H I S P A T H TO T H E PRESIHEIVCY
\*olMnie II

T H E Y E A R OF H I S EI^ECTIOM
J^ Besides the amazing cartoon record presented in these two fine books, there
is a fresh and compelling biography— "ABRAHAM LINCOLN — A CARTOON HISTORY" — by Dr. Shaw, famous editor of Review of Reviews and a
distinguished authority on American history. This is living history! The years
roll back. Youlivewith Lincoln in the breathless days of the war with Mexico.
With him you pass through the storm of controversy aroused by the Dred Scott
decision, the Missouri Compromise, and the grim events that gave "Bloody
Kansas" its terrifying name.
. • . For three decades and more, Dr. Albert Shaw has been collecting these
pictures; sometimes humorous, sometimes pointed, barbed and poisoned by
jealousy and factional hatred. Here are both good and bad sides of the issues of
that day, before and during the Civil War. Here are praise and censure, each
given with the outspoken abandon of the old school political mouthpiece, the
daily press. Here are more than 500 cartoons, and other illustrations drawn by
the most famous artists of that day — now assembled for the first time to
give you a new picture of Lincoln, the man.

Price

08.OO at all

bookstores

I'ubUshed by the Review of Reviews Corporation
55 Fifth Avenue, I¥ew Yorii, M. Y.

We present to our readers
the following list of booklets
issued by reputable financial houses with the belief
that they may be helpful in
the solution of investment
problems.
A STATEMENT OF CAPITALIZATION,
EARNINGS AND DIVIDENDS OF
THE .'\MERICAN WATER WORKS
AND ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC.

will be mailed upon request.
.\merican \\'ater Works and
Electric Company, Inc., 50 Broad
Street, New York City.
\VH.\T I S CL.ASS . \ STOCK? A new

twelve-page booklet on the Class
A Stock describing its priorit}'
features and giving an outline of
the Associated Gas & Electric
System, its established territories,
diversity of industries served and
consistent gain in revenue. Associated Gas & Electric Company,
61 Broadway, New York Cit}'.
WILLS AND PERSONAL TRUSTS. .A

booklet dealing with the various
types of trusts, their application
to individual needs; methods of
handling estates; inheritance tax
problems; and the services of the
bank as executor, administrator,
custodian, and guardian. Bank
of New York and Trust Company, 48 Wall Street, New York.
CONVERTIBLE SECURITIES. A book-

let describing the attractions of
. securities having conversion features which allow the investor to
retain the safety of senior securities of a company and at the
same time share in its prosperity.
\n extensive list of convertible
bonds and stocks is included.
George H. Burr & Company. 57
William Street, New York City.
INVESTMENT SUGGESTIONS.

A di-

versified list of recommended
Securities, showing their market
position and tlie earnings of the
various companies. Letter forwarded upon request. Cassatt &
Company, Commercial Trust
Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

Investment Securities

COMMON STOCK AS A PROFITABLE

George H. Burr & Co.
57 William
Chicago

Boston

Street, New York

Philadelphia

St. Louis

Kan.ias City

Affiliated with
GEO. H. BURR, CONRAD & BROOM
INCORPORATED
San Francisco

Los Aogeles

Seattle

Portland

Spokane
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INVESTMENT. This booklet discusses the value of Common
Stocks for investment, illustrating the possibilities of this type
of security from the history of an
18-year-old stock which has
proved extremely profitable to
those who have bought in the
past and which may still be purchased to vield over 7%. Henry
L. Doherty & Co., 60 Wall Street,
New York Citv.
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Investment

Literature

T H E CARE OF YOUR SECURITIES. A

booklet deseribing the advantages
and small cost of a Custody
Service Account and outlining
the numerous services offered
security holders, such as review
of investment holdings, collecting
coupons, notification of maturities, etc. Guaranty Trust Company, 140 Broadway, New York.

Associated System
Founded

in

1852

ANALYSIS CHART FOR THE DETERMINATION OF INVESTMENT POL-

ICY AND POSITION. A chart de-

signed to help investors analyze
the structure of their bond accoiuit and plan their investment
jiolicy. Copy upon request. Halsey, Stuart & Co., 201 So. La Salle
Street, Chicago, 111.
T H E JOHN HANCOCK HOME BUDG-

ET. A guide in home' budgeting,
showing the proper apportionment of income to fit average
needs: the amount to be allowed
for rent, clothes, insurance, and
other savings. Budget sheet sent
upon request by Inquiry Bureau,
The John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Co., 197 Clarendon
Street, Boston, Mass. Please
enclose 2c for postage.
REASONS WHY. A booklet explaining why first mortgage real estate
bonds secured by insured and
guaranteed first mortgages should
comprise a large proportion of
any investment list. National
Union Mortgage Company of
Baltimore, Mackubin Goodrich
& Co., Fiscal Agents, Baltimore,
Maryland.

iCHi^gtyf'l
W
"^^Ir^

Three Generations
of Public Service

Founded in 1852, the Associated Gas and
Electric System has been in public service
over three generations.
From a small beginning with 28 gas customers in one community, the Associated
System now provides electricity or gas to a
total of 1,200,000 customers in 2,200 communities. It is a service providing conveniences and comforts that have grown to be
necessities to a population of 5,300,000 people.

Associated Gas and Electric Company

T H E KNACK OF CORRALLING DOL-

LARS. An instructive booklet
pointing the way to financial independence through accumulation of guaranteed Prudence
Bonds. Monthly payment plan
with 5}4% interest on investor's
payments. The Prudence Company, Inc., 331 Madison Avenue,
New York City.
How

TO

INVEST MONEY. A

in 1906

Write for our 16-page booklet " i * " on the Class A Stock

61 Broadway

i^a?|Ji
^"4^"'y

New York City

new

booklet published by S. VV. Straus
& Co. It describes various types
of securities and is a valuable
guide to every investor. A copy
will be sent free on request bv
S. W. Straus & Co., 565 Fifth
Avenue, New York City.
These booklets may be obtained by
addressing the firms listed or
yiitancial

Incorporated

JForm§n VimuMclaM

Sermce

Mr. Donalds, Rea Wanson^ Editor of ^''DovoniovjUy^
will be glad to give Fomm readers his opinion
regarding matters of investment. No advice regarding speculative operations will be given.
Postage for reply should be enclosed.

Department
Address

FOllUM MAGAZINE
441 Lexington Avenue

T H E F O R I J M 4di

EDITOR

"DOWNTOWN"

I^exington

NEW YORK
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Avenue,
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TOASTS
MM TUBN librarian, soldier, cost ac- Franklin Delano Roosevelt. Together
countant, sales manager, and resident in with her husband, who is now Governor
Canada, England, France, and Germany, of New York State, Mrs. Roosevelt has
MAJOB THOMAS COULSON is naturally been active in political, educational, and
cosmopolitan. His tastes are catholic and social circles.
his prejudices few. For real thrills, Major
JCOH THIRTY YEARS C. E . M o N Coulson preferred — to his war experiences — the subsequent year, which he TAGUE was 30 closely associated with The
spent in breaking down unused ammu- Manchester Guardian that it was almost
nition in France.
impossible to think of one without the
other. He was the author of a number of
.HoVVAKD MUMFORD JONES Was novels and essays, among them A Hind
born in Michigan and educated in the Let Loose and Bight off the Map.
Universities of Wisconsin and Chicago.
He has been, since 1925, Associate ProfesJoRTY-riVE years ago the North
sor of Engli.sh at the University of North of Ireland sent one more son to Dublin.
GEORGE RUSSELL was then a boy of sixCarolina.
WILL DURANT'S education was gained teen, somewhat delicate in appearance,
first under the French Catholic nuns in with a large frame and great tufts of black
North Adams, Mass., his birthplace, and liair blowing across his forehead. He had
later under the Jesuits in St. Peter's a distinct turn for contemplative ])hilosoCollege in Jersey City. Dr. Durant is phy, but he took a job as clerk in Pirn's
now engaged in a monumental task, The dry goods store and at once showed a
talent for business organization as well.
Story of Civilization.
He had a third talent: he was a poet.
J I H B DAUGHTER of a West Indian Originally he intended to publish his
Negro from the Virgin Islands and a verses over a pen name which he had
Danish lady, NELLA LARSEN prefers to chosen, "Aeon." But in Russell's handfollow the racial tendencies of her father. writing the last two letters of the word
After having been graduated from the trailed off indistinctly. The printer drew
University of Copenhagen, Miss Larsen a stroke across them and put a query in
studied nursing and later entered the New the margin. The author deleted the query
York Library School. With this training and allowed the stroke across the " o n " to
she became an assistant librarian and then stand. From that dav be became known
Children's Librarian in the New York as "AE."
Public Library. She is at present devoting
While still at Pirn's, AE published a
herself to writing.
book of mystic verse which attracted the
attention of Sir Horace Phmkett, who
ITMARTIIA BANNING THOMAS' verse had just founded the cooperative move— which she has been writing ever since ment among the Irish farmers. AE was
she was fourteen — has appeared in many asked to join Sir Horace and become orof the leading periodicals. Her favorite ganizing secretary, a position which he
pastime is whipping the pages of the New has retained ever since. AE is considered
York newspapers back to the shipping news the busiest man in Ireland. He edits a
to read the notices of departures of steamers weekly journal called The Irish Statesman, which deals with economics, politics,
bound for any port beyond Cape Cod.
and literature; he has more time for
A. RECENT editorial in The Neto spare talk than almost any other person in
Yarle Times said, " N o one is better fitted that land of supreme talkers; when he
than SENOR SALVADOR DE MADARIAGA, goes home at night he sits down before
formerly of the Secretariat of the League his easel and starts painting; and between
of Nations, and now at Oxford, to make times, on his way to business in the tram,
intelligent and genial, if somewhat cynical or in the country trains when he is going
comments upon M. Briand's proposed about seeing to the cooperative moveUnited States of Europe." Senor Ma- ment among the farmers, he is writing
dariaga for more than a year has been poetry. AE is said to be the only public
describing various phases of "Our Mud- person in Ireland who has never made an
dling World" in FoRtmi pages.
enemy. He is everybody's friend.
A . NIECE of the late President
Roosevelt, ANNA ELEANOR ROOSEVELT

was born in New York City in 1884.
After having been educated abroad, she
returned to this country and married
her cousin — several times removed —

am doing at the present moment is this: I
am arranging to bring out to America the
whole Abbey Theatre Company from
Dublin. The plan is to circulate them
among the American universities and colleges. I have practically fixed the thing up
with Willie Yeats and Lady Gregory, who
are the directors of the company. Both of
them are quite excited over the plan."
Dr. iMurphy also describes the cartoon
of Yeats and AE which accompanies this
dialogue. "Miss Macule's cartoon is a
real work of genius for she has the dual
soul of Ireland portrayed in Ireland's
leading poets. AE is the earth mystic and
Yeats is the sky mystic. There is a strain
of tender pantheism about all of AE's
poetry. He is an adorer of Mother Earth,
the great goddess Diana that he writes so
much about. To him the mystery of a
blade of grass or of an egg is of a deeper
j)ortent than the stars; so he is always
pondering on the earth. On the other
hand, Willie Yeats always has his head in
the clouds. He is dreaming of far away
lands beyond the horizon and is peering
into them in vision all the time. Yeats is
always the dreamer and AE the man of
affairs."
A-LTHOUGH JOHN HODGDON BRAD-

LEY, JR. had determined last year to take
a vacation from .students, when a call
came from the University of Southern
California, he temx^orarily postponed his
writing on paleontology to accept a professorship there.
J I H E CREDIT for having made the

most accurate forecast of any political
writer in each of the last three presidential campaigns belongs to CARTER FIELD,

who is now writujg .special new.spaper articles in Washington. Mr. Field recently
resigned from the managership of the
Washington bureau of the New York
Herald Tribune.
i i i E CHIEF literary work of WILLIAM
RALPH INGE, Dean of St. Paul's Cathe-

dral, is The Philosophy of Plotinus, but he
has also published several volumes of
collected essays on religion, theolog}^
sociology, and miscellaneous subjects.
I T I Y WEIGHT is 135, my age is

thirty," writes E. B. WHITE. "Once I was
a reporter in Seattle, but for a couple of
years I've been writing the first page of
The New Yorker and also contributing
over the initials E. B. W. I write a poem
once in a while and this year I've collaborated with James Thurber on a book
called Is Sex Necessary? Or Why Yo7i Feel
the Way You Do. Whenever I try to write
anything serious and belles lettery it
comes out bad. So I raise tropical fish and
J A M E S MURPHY is another Irish- in the summer I help run a boys' camp."
man, with a cosmopolitan education. He is
one of those people who is always on the
A N D R E MAUROIS is one of the best
spot when something exciting happens — known of modern biographers, and has
which, probably, is the proverbial Irish written, among others, the lives of Disluck. In a recent letter he saj's, "\Miat I raeli, Shelley, and Dickens.
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